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FROM THE EDITOR
WELCOME TO THE TESL CANADA CONFERENCE ISSUE OF SHARE!
In this special issue of SHARE, our hope is to provide readers with a sampling of the many outstanding
presentations that were given at the 2012 TESL Canada Conference. The issue features twelve articles
summarizing twelve excellent and thought-provoking presentations from the 2012 TESL Canada Conference.
The issue opens with four articles that are guaranteed to stimulate and perhaps “jump-start” a new teaching
thought or re-ignite teaching thoughts from your past. All four presentations were well received at the
conference and inevitably led to further discussions over coffee and wine late into the evening. Herrera’s
presentation titled, “How to Love What You Do” speaks to all of us as ESL teachers new and old as does the
	
  
interactive and thought provoking panel presentation, “What I Wish I Had Learned in My TESOL Program.” And
then comes one of the most thoughtful and original presentations at the conference, “Shining Light on First and
Heritage Languages” which reminds us all of the importance of first and heritage languages in the ESL classroom.
This section ends with the very thoughtful and compelling article, “Should Religion be Taught in ESL Class?” by
Janice Penner.
The next six articles feature new and exciting teaching and learning strategies for the ESL classroom including
an outstanding article by Green and Acosta on “Developing Strategic Readers- Using an eBook Compilation of
Westcoast Readers Stories”, an informative article by Aleko and Jamieson on how to “Create a Personal Learning
Network for EAL Professionals” and ends with Plaizier and Yeo’s very original presentation on “Listening Circles:
Building Local Relationships”.
Another important focus at the conference was technology. Must-read articles on this topic include Renkas
and Baig’s innovative look at “Online Reflective Journals: Benefits and Barriers, Minaker’s informative article,
“PowerPoint Presentations in Classrooms” and finally Colleen Rogen’s very important article,“Tutela.ca”
“Beyond Minimal Pairs: Teaching Pronunciation Effectively” by Hatfield is very accessible article that takes a
fresh look at teaching pronunciation. Tan and Woodworth’s well documented article on “Teaching Integrated
Pronunciation Strategies[TIPS] with Video” provides readers with a new and exciting strategies for teaching
pronunciation.
Our final article comes from Louise Aerts whose leadership and vision as Executive Director has guided TESL
Canada for the past seven years. In her article “Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about TESL Canada and
More”. Louise introduces readers to TESL Canada and its role as Canada’s national ESL teachers ’association.
In closing - heartfelt gratitude to all twenty three writers who contributed to this special issue of SHARE for their
generosity of spirit and for sharing their presentations with ESL teachers across Canada.
Jennifer Pearson Terell, Editor
jpterell@gmail.com
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FEATURE ARTICLE

HOW TO LOVE WHAT YOU DO

A DESCRIPTION OF THE 2012 TESL CANADA CONFERENCE WORKSHOP AND ITS THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

BY LISA HERRERA

“He (the reader) will note that the teachers who left the most enduring impression were those who awakened in him a new
intellectual interest, who communicated to him some of their own enthusiasm for a field of knowledge or art, who gave his
desire to inquire and find out a momentum of its own. This is the one thing most needful. Given this hunger, the mind will
go on; while it may be stuffed to overflowing with information, if this one thing is omitted, little will be gained in the future.”
From John Dewey, How We Think, 1933, p. 263

WHO WAS THE BEST TEACHER YOU
EVER HAD?
Participants at the 2012 TESL Canada
Conference workshop, How to Love What You
Do offered characterizations such as these:
“compassionate,”“wanted to know me,”“fun”
and “entertaining,”“enthusiastic,”“interesting,”
“approachable” and “friendly,” and most of all,
“passionate.”
By contrast, workshop participants described
the worst teachers they ever had with these
words and phrases: “angry,”“cruel” and “scary,”
“cold,”“no connection to me,”“self-absorbed,”
“inflexible,”“monotone” and “boring.”
These are all emotional reactions but then
teaching and learning - is emotional work.
From the reactions of participants at the 2012
TESL Canada Conference, the 2012 BC TEAL
Conference as well as the other venues where
the How To Love What You Do workshop has
been offered, it seems clear that the teachers,
we remember as students connecting with
us and infected us with their enthusiasm and
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passion for their subject were the teachers
who seemed to love what they did, and we
loved to be in their classes.
Consider this quote from Parker J. Palmer’s
book, The Courage to Teach:
“Vocation – the place where your deep
gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.”
From Frederick Buechner in Palmer, 2007, p.31
Teachers who are truly teachers, who have
found the right vocation for themselves,
radiate a deep gladness to be in the
classroom. But also, and more importantly,
their commitment to teaching meets students’
deep hunger for learning: they are effective
practitioners who help students acquire the
knowledge and skills needed to make better
lives for themselves.
The same could not be said of the teachers
who were cold, angry and monotonous. These
teachers, rather than loving what they do,
seem to be either tired or resentful of their
jobs, or perhaps never learned to teach well

in the first place, and so struggle in vain to
produce results in students. This is not to say
these teachers were not putting in time and
effort to their jobs, perhaps even significant
preparation hours. But, judging from the
reactions of their students, their hard work, or
perhaps they themselves, were misplaced.
Again from Palmer:
“How many teachers inflict their own pain on
their students, the pain that comes from doing
what never was, or no longer is, their true
work?” (Palmer, 2007, p.31)
If the teacher did not matter, if classroom
environment and presentation of material had
no impact on whether students learn, then the
proficiency and approach of the instructor and
the feelings of students would be immaterial.
But while some students can learn from any
resource, many of us look to our teachers,
those with knowledge and ability, to show us
the path to understanding and acquiring the
skills we want and need. How disappointing
when the teacher doesn’t seem to care about
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our learning, or worse, turns the classroom into
a negative, anxiety-ridden experience. How
inspiring and engaging when the opposite is
true, and the teacher clearly understands the
importance of students’ learning and works to
create a stimulating, effective environment in
the class.

Table 1: Characteristics of Unreflective and Reflective Instructors: A Comparison of
Indicators from Public School Teacher Candidates and Adult ESL Instructors

This central belief that teachers and the
choices they make matter deeply because
students want and need to learn from them
is at the heart of the “How to Love What You
Do” workshop.
The essential question for workshop
participants is: how do we ensure that we
are creating positive, effective learning
environments for our students and not,
instead, working hard to make our students
and ourselves miserable?
The answer from my research and twenty
years of experience in the adult ESL field
first as a teacher and then as an Instructional
Coordinator lies in being a reflective
practitioner. A reflective practitioner
recognizes that because instructors teach in
relationships with individuals in ever-changing
environments, the practice of teaching is
a complex, open ended process; for this
reason, teaching requires a more responsive,
student-centered approach rather than a more
technical orientation (Thornton, 2006). Thus,
a reflective practitioner is one who employs
“active, persistent and careful consideration”
(Dewey, 1933, p.9) of the choices made in
practice and the consequences of those
choices, who is observant to gather data
for reflection, and who is willing and able
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to consider and try new directions in the
moment of lesson delivery, “then and there, in
the classroom” From Schön, 1983, p. 66.
In essence, being a reflective practitioner
means being conscious of what we are doing
as teachers and who we are teaching, so
that we are always actively making effective
choices in and for the benefit of the current
class. It also means being open to ongoing
learning ourselves, not settling into inflexible
classroom routines or thinking that our
material or methodology cannot be reexamined, refreshed and improved at any
- and perhaps every - point in our teaching
careers.

A good place to start actively thinking about
teaching is to write down what you know or
believe makes a lesson effective. Many years
ago I had the privilege of hearing ESL expert
and author Jack Richards speak on his Tips
for Teaching. His list formed the basis for my
own lesson-planning checklist, which I crafted
in the form of questions. The first and most
important question for me on my list was:
what is the purpose of the lesson? In other
words, what is the end goal of the specific
lesson? Where does it fit in an overall unit or
learning plan? Jack Richards phrased this very
succinctly as: “What will the students miss if
they miss today?”
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Figure 1: The Cycle of Reflective Practice

The good news about being a reflective
practitioner is that, because there are always
students with different needs and abilities in a
class and always something additional to learn
about teaching, the teacher’s job is always new
and stimulating, never boring and repetitive.
The challenging part of being a reflective
practitioner is that while choosing material
and activities and assessing student reaction
may become easier with experience, teaching
requires active awareness by the instructor

•
•
•

persisting in trying to acquire new skills,
dismissing ideas that are “too hard”
Time management problems –
disorganization or always rushing does
not leave time for reflection
Fear of risk taking – not allowing oneself
to be wrong, fail, or make mistakes,
necessary steps to improving practice
•Choosing an ineffective reflective activity–
superficially describing what happened in
a lesson without critical analysis

Two other obstacles to reflective practice
deserve special attention. The first, of which
experienced practitioners particularly need
to be cautious, is getting stuck in patterns
and routines. As explained by Harris et al.:
“Reflective teachers don’t get bogged down
with stereotypes, over generalizations or
past histories of success using a particular
approach with other students. They realize
there is no single best way to teach anything,
that teachers need a repertoire of strategies
and the willingness and skills to make
adaptations and create alternatives.”

From the illustration, it is clear that effective
instructors are always critically reflecting
on their choices. They start with reflection
for-action: assessing what material and aids
to use and how to deliver the lesson, deciding
what the students will do to learn and practice.
While they are teaching, effective instructors
continue reflecting in-action: observing how
students react to the material and activities,
the instructor might make adjustments or
even change direction entirely. After the
lesson, effective instructors reflect on-action.
They consider the success of the lesson and
of student learning in order to decide what to
do for the next class, both the next session for
those particular students and the next time
that particular lesson will be taught.
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at all times while planning and teaching, for
the entire length of his or her career. Effective
teachers are always “on.”
No wonder, then, that some teachers
never develop into reflective practitioners.
Participants at the 2012 TESL Canada
Conference workshop considered and
discussed these obstacles to reflective
practice noted in Examining and Facilitating
Reflection to Improve Professional Practice
by Ann Shelby Harris, Benita Bruster, Barbara
Peterson, and Tammy Shutt (2010):

•

Personal lack of patience - expecting
teaching abilities to develop at once, not

While teaching the same lesson in the same
way over and over again as if the students
never changed from class to class might seem
like a relief to an overwhelmed teacher, it is
not effective practice. And though “stuck” or
unreflective teachers might tell themselves
that students do not know the difference,
evidence shared by participants in the How
to Love What You Do workshop shows that
students are acutely aware of which teachers
are enthusiastically present in the class to
help them learn, and which teachers are just
putting in time.
The second applies to all teachers: isolation.
Whether we teach in large institutions with
many colleagues or as part of smaller teams
in community organizations, ultimately
teachers work in classrooms with students
by themselves. In order to continually grow
as teachers and to stay fresh, reflective
practitioners need to find ways to
communicate with other professionals, to
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After considering my lesson-planning
checklist, participants at the 2012 TESL Canada
Conference workshop wrote out and shared
with each other their own most important tip
for teaching. The workshop then moved into a
deeper consideration of what it means to be a
reflective practitioner by examining the cycle
of reflective practice drawn from A Guide to
Reflective Practice for New and Experienced
Teachers by Hope J. Hartman (2010):

On the other hand, “using dialogue with
others to outwardly talk through reflective
thoughts allows professionals to accept that
the process is fluid with many aspects of
uncertainty” (Harris et al., 2010). Reflective
dialogue thus encourages us to examine and
to change our beliefs and, more importantly,
our actions for the betterment of our teaching
and for our students’ learning. Engaging with
colleagues at breaks or after class, going to
conferences, taking classes for professional
development, and participating in online
teaching communities are all ways to avoid
isolation and to develop continuously as a
reflective practitioner.
After an exercise to highlight and celebrate
the professional strengths of participants
in the workshop, How to Love What You
Do concluded with some thoughts about
teaching and being a teacher:
There is a reality to teaching that must
be acknowledged. Along with all that
teachers must do for their own professional
development, they must also cope with the
ongoing lack of time and resources provided
by institutions for preparation; the difficult
personalities and learning needs of some
students as well as the challenge of meeting
the needs of each and all students in a given
class; and the administrative work that takes
time away from planning but is necessary to
manage programs and prove to providers that
their education dollars are well spent.
With all that must be accomplished on a daily
basis, it is often difficult but then all the more
important for teachers to keep foremost in
mind that teaching is a critical profession.
How and what we teach makes a difference
in what students learn, and subsequently,
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what students can go on to do with their
lives. We therefore owe it to our students
to be reflective practitioners, to keep on
improving our skills and by extension our
lessons, to ensure our classes are dynamic and
creative spaces where students can learn the
knowledge and skills they trust us to have and
to impart effectively.
But we also owe it to ourselves to be
continually interested and engaged in the
complex and important work we have chosen,
to be welcoming of feedback and refreshed
by new ideas, and to feel “deep gladness” at
teaching rather than resentment or dread.
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share and discuss ideas, failures and successes,
and to get feedback. If reflection is only in a
teacher’s head, it can either develop into selfdoubt, which leads to fear and defensiveness,
or self-aggrandizement, where the teacher
becomes a legend in his or her own mind.

Mezirow, J. (1998). On critical reflection. Adult
Education Quarterly, 48(3), 185-198.
Palmer, P.J. (2007). The courage to teach: exploring the
inner landscape of a teacher’s life. San Francisco, CA:
Jossey-Bass.
Schön, D. (1983). The reflective practitioner: How
professionals think in action. New York, NY: Basic
Books.
Thornton, H. (2006, Spring). Dispositions in action:
Do dispositions make a difference in practice?
Teacher Education Quarterly, 53-68.

In short, for all that we give, we deserve to be
teachers who love what we do. u
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WHAT I WISH I HAD LEARNED
IN MY TESOL PROGRAM

A CRITICAL ISSUES DIALOGUE BETWEEN TEACHER EDUCATORS AND NEW TEACHERS

KAREN DENSKY, LAURA BLUMENTHAL, KAREN RAUSER, AND CAROLYN KRISTJANSSON WITH
KIMBERLY BARE, ELINA SUPATAEVA, KELSEY EHLER, JESSICA BEDFORD, & NATHAN KIELSTRA
This article summarizes a panel presentation that occurred at the 2012 TESL Canada Conference at Thompson Rivers
University in October 2012. In this presentation, four recent TESOL graduates outlined an incident or situation
encountered in their teaching practice which caused them to recognize a gap in their teacher education experience.
We, their teacher educators, responded with how our respective programs (see Table 1) might address the identified
gaps. In this examination of their critical events (Tripp, 1993; Webster & Mertova, 2007), we embarked on a journey
of co-reflection to better understand our own teacher education practice through the eyes and experiences of new
teachers in the English language teaching community.
Table 1. TESOL Programs and TESL Canada Panelists
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Kimberley shared her experiences of
grappling with a lack of grammar knowledge
as a novice teacher. She was able to appear
knowledgeable about the grammar point
she was teaching, but she was unable to
answer questions with confidence that were
outside of the scope of the lesson at hand. This
perceived lack of knowledge resulted in a lack
of confidence in her teaching.
Response 1: Karen Densky, Thompson Rivers
University
I see this as a common issue that arises in
novice teachers which is in part due to the
way we teach grammar in our TESL program
at Thompson Rivers University. Grammar is
taught as a static body of knowledge that is
meant to be mastered rather than as a process
or skill such as our approach towards teaching
listening or speaking skills. I suggest that we
reframe the way we teach grammar and adopt
Larsen-Freeman’s concept of “grammaring”
which shows that grammar is dynamic,
evolving, changing and is learned through use
(Larsen-Freeman, 2008).
I would also advocate to adopt Bakhtin’s
notion of the dialogical classroom in both
our TESL and ESL courses. This involves
locating learning in social interaction rather
than in the head of the individual learner
(Hall, Vitanova, Marchenkova, 2010, p. 3).
This moves beyond the communicative
classroom where the teacher engineers and
facilitates communicative activities between
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students, which are often simulation-like
activities for the “real” world, to the realization
that “(o)ur classes are miniature copies of
the contemporary world” (p.174). In practical
terms, the dialogical classroom is a place for
developing relationships and using the target
language for authentic communication such
as working out a problem, sharing experiences,
or planning a project.
Through modeling the dialogical classroom
during TESL courses, instructors can
demonstrate how power can be shared
between teachers and students and
together they can engage in the process of
“grammaring” where the goal is to discover
meaning in and through language.
ISSUES 2A AND 2B: LAURA BLUMENTHAL,
DOUGLAS COLLEGE
Because it was impossible for any of our
graduates to attend the conference, I recorded
a video of two graduates of the Douglas College
TESL Certificate Program: Elina Supataeva in
Surrey BC, and Kelsey Ehler in Korea.
Issue 2a: Unit summaries/authentic materials
from Elina Supataeva, SUCCESS
Elina, originally from Kyrgyzstan, has been
teaching mostly refugees. When asked what
she wished she had learned in her TESL
program, she mentioned two things. The first
of these was how to create something called
“unit summaries”, write-ups that she and the
other teachers were required to prepare after
each class, so that there was always a written
record of what had been taught.
The other concern that Elina had was that she
felt the program had not adequately prepared
her for exploiting and using authentic
materials in the classroom. She felt the need
to bring in some of the materials that her
students came in contact with on a day-to-day
basis, such as bus schedules, flyers, signs, and
the like.

Response 2a: Laura Blumenthal, Douglas
College
This could be addressed in several ways in
our TESL program. The trainers could give the
trainees summaries of what they had covered
in class, samples of such summaries could be
obtained from the refugee, ELSA, and private
programs and distributed to students, and
most importantly the students could be asked
to write up their own unit summaries during
their practicums. It seemed that this could be
addressed fairly easily.
As for the second issue, although my course
already included a unit on adapting authentic
materials, I have expanded this unit, including
exercises in simplifying the language of
authentic, found materials and creating
exercises focused on specific skills.
Issue 2b: Teaching Young Learners, Learners
with Low Motivation and EFL Learners from
Kelsey Ehler, EPIK
My other respondent, Kelsey, has been
teaching for the EPIK program in Andong,
Korea. When she was asked the same question,
she came up with two things as well, both
of which were predictable. The first was that
she wished she had learned how to teach
children, and the second was that she felt she
had been, and still, was unprepared to teach
unmotivated students. She mentioned that
she had known going into the program that it
was not a program designed to train teachers
of children, but she wished we had touched
on this anyway. She also mentioned that the
students she had interacted with during her
practicum were nothing like the students she
teaches in Korea, in terms of their eagerness to
learn and desire to be in an ESL class.
Response 2b: Laura Blumenthal, Douglas
College
This is a problem we are aware of, and it is
one that should be addressed. Although we
make it clear in our publicity materials that our
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ISSUE 1- GRAMMAR KNOWLEDGE FROM
KIMBERLY BARE, THOMPSON RIVERS
UNIVERSITY
Kimberley reflected on her first teaching
position after gaining her TESL Certificate. She
was working in a short-term contract position
with the international department (TRU World)
at Thompson Rivers University. Her first group
of students were teenagers from Indonesia and
her second group was young adults from Japan.

program is for those who wish to teach adults,
many people who are overseas-bound cannot
find a program that is specifically designed to
meet this need. Thus, at the very least, trainees
should be offered an elective in the basics of
teaching children, which may be part of our
upcoming post-degree diploma program. Also,
it would be ideal to be able to offer a practicum
in a local K-12 school if at all possible.
As for the problem of teaching students
with low motivation, this can definitely be
addressed within the purview of our current
program, in the following ways: Trainees
can be shown how to set goals in realistic,
achievable chunks, and more emphasis can be
put on competitive activities in the classroom
in order to bring in a type of external
motivation. Another suggestion, which came
from my colleague Chris-Anne Stumpf, was
to show trainees examples of project-driven
curricula, in which language learning is
achieved in conjunction with the completion
of a group project.
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ISSUE 3 - ASSESSMENT TOOLS AND BIAS
FROM JESSICA BEDFORD, ELSA
After Jessica graduated from the Okanagan
College TESL Certificate Program, she spent
some time in Vancouver where she received
her first job placement at ELSA. In Jessica’s
case, she was asked to participate in the oral
assessments of ELSA students who were being
tested to see if they could move from level 3
to level 4. She identified two major challenges
in her critical incident narrative: first, she did
not feel prepared for the format and the tools
used in the assessment, and second, she did
not know how to frame her desire to grant
students success based on their situation,
rather than their competency.
Response 3: Karen Rauser, UBC Okanagan
formerly Okanagan College
Since Jessica’s cohort graduated three years
ago, the OC TESL Certificate program has
added a renewed focus on assessment by
identifying the essential components of theory
and practice and integrating them into each

As a starting point, the first course in the
program includes an overview of the
Canadian Language Benchmarks and the
Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages. Using the Can-do statements
for the benchmarks as a reference, students
spend time looking at speaking and writing
exemplars and placing them on each scale.
In addition, teacher candidates interview
language learners at different levels using the
Can-do checklists so that they get a sense of
the kinds of students they might encounter
at those levels. This not only gives teacher
candidates experience with benchmarking,
but becomes a rich interactional experience
between teacher candidates and language
learners as the teacher candidates witness
language learners exploring their language
abilities and the ways in which they want
to improve. As an extension, doing mock
speaking exams or watching recordings of
speaking exams (readily available on the
internet) could also be a helpful reference for
teacher candidates like Jessica who may be
asked to perform this kind of assessment.
For teacher candidates who will be asked
to prepare their own assessment materials,
practice with analyzing and creating test
materials throughout the program would give
them at least a touchstone to prepare them for
future assessment tasks. Since most teachers
tend to create assessments based on their own
experience in being assessed, our challenge
as teacher educators is to model a variety of
assessment tasks which will give students
at least passive experience with a number
of assessment strategies. In our program,
we have tried to include assessments like
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course in the program. For the purposes of
this article, I will focus on the ways in which
assessment has been integrated into the
program at a practical level through the
inclusion of language benchmarks and sample
assessment materials.

In terms of Jessica’s question regarding ethics
and bias in assessment, she has touched on
one of the most significant challenges facing
all teachers in assessment: How much do we
and should we let the “immeasurables” like
work ethic, heartbreaking narratives, glowing
personalities, or sometimes rotten attitudes
of our students into the assessment equation?
While there is certainly not a quick answer for
Jessica or any of us to this question, teacher
education programs could at least give fair
warning of this behind-the-scenes struggle
to teacher candidates through candid
discussions about professionalism and case
studies of ethics and bias in assessment. In
the program now, Jessica’s story and our own
personal stories will serve as springboards
for discussion about these issues, where we
discuss context, mentorship, collegialism,
stakeholders, reliability, and gatekeeping.
Thank you, Jessica!
ISSUE 4: THE TEACHER’S ROLE AND
RELATIONSHIP WITH STUDENTS FROM
NATHAN KIELSTRA, TRINITY WESTERN
UNIVERSITY
After graduation from the MA in TESOL
program at Trinity Western University, Nathan
began teaching an entry-level university
English course. While he felt equipped to
handle teacher tasks such as curriculum and
materials development, assessment, and
classroom management, he found himself
ill-equipped to define the nature of his
relationship to students when faced with
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needs that transcended the language focus.
professional conduct that might even be
Should his role be that of language educator
imposed on members of a profession, while
only? advisor? mentor? advocate? Many of
morality involves personal values and beliefs
his students had only recently arrived in
that cannot be regulated by institutions but
Canada and were facing a steep learning
play a significant role in social activities such
curve, struggling to adapt to the practice
as teaching (p.11). Hafernik, Messerschmitt
of an unfamiliar sociocultural and academic
and Vandrick (2002) use the terms ethics and
environment. It did not take long for some to
morals interchangeably, preferring the cover
fall into patterns of behaviour that began to
term “ethics,” and show its relationship to
seriously undermine their potential for success, matters of social justice in TESOL, including
including missing classes and failing to submit
responsibilities to students inside and outside
assignments they felt would not receive
the classroom (p. xiii).
a good mark. Others were disheartened
by the amount of work required as well as
This raises questions of boundaries and
the unfamiliar standard by which writing
burnout in my mind. The term boundaries
assignments were evaluated and chose to stop relates to the lines drawn, for example,
trying altogether. Some students attended
by institutional policies (or lack thereof),
class faithfully, but did not submit assignments. differences in cultural understanding as to
Still others attended class, did the work to the
the role of teachers and students, the power
best of their ability, but seemed reluctant to
teachers have over students, and personal
consult with Nathan for additional assistance
differences in beliefs and values among
even though they stood to benefit from it.
TESOL professionals themselves regarding
Gradually, Nathan began to see that his
how far their roles extend. Burnout refers
response to such situations could make
to the potential outcome of becoming
a difference. For instance, he learned that
overextended. A few years ago, I interviewed
seeking out struggling students and arranging
a retired ESL teacher who was volunteering
appointments to meet with them on an
in a community-based ESL program. She
individual basis could significantly affect
contrasted the teacher-student relationships
their willingness to keep trying. He found
there with the advice she had received in
that contacting students by email with
her teacher education program saying: “We
encouraging comments, as well as contacting
were told not to get involved in students’
their advisors or other professors to make
lives...you’d just get overwhelmed if you got
them aware of challenges, also made a
involved.” About the same time, I attended a
positive difference. Yet this took a toll in terms
conference where I heard another educator
of time and emotional strength. The question
make a similar comment. But then she said:
remained: What should his role be?
“How can you not get involved if people need
help?” That is, I think, what underlies Nathan’s
Response 4: Carolyn Kristjánsson, Trinity
dilemma: How can caring teachers not get
Western University
involved? Yet how can they do so in principled
In my view, Nathan’s question is not one that
ways appropriate to the situation? How can
can be addressed with a simple answer. By
this become part of their practice and yet not
virtue of the modal “should,” it is a question
eventually lead to burnout?
whose answer is grounded in values and
beliefs and is therefore linked to ethics and
We need to provide more opportunities for
morality. Johnston (2003) sees ethics as
guided exploration of these matters in teacher
the codified standards and rules governing
education programs, creating conditions
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poster presentations, collaborative projects,
case studies, portfolios, reflection journals,
presentations, concept papers, interviews,
quizzes, and take-home tests, in addition
to the practical tasks for target use like
microteaching and formal lesson plans. Over
the past couple of years, I also experimented
a bit with having students create assessments
for each other based on the course material or
on their lesson plans.

CONCLUSION
Richards (2008, p. 60) notes that becoming
an English language teacher means
becoming part of a worldwide community of
professionals with many shared goals, values,
and practices--but it is also a community with
a self-critical view of its own practices and a
commitment to a transformative approach
to its own role. Conversations between new
and established members in this community
of practice, conversations such as these
represented in this article, can be a key source
of insight in the transformative approach of
the community, in the rhythm and renewal of
teacher language education, and ultimately, in
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the practice of English language teaching (cf.,
Wenger, 1998). We hope that the issues raised
here may contribute to your own enriching
conversations. u
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for pre-service teachers to develop the skills
to identify underlying issues and possible
responses as well as the values and beliefs
that inform their views of what might be “best.”
There are various places where this might
be done in our TWU MA TESOL program. In
my curriculum course, for example, I hope to
take a closer look at the parameters of, and
possibilities for, teacher-student relationships
when we consider how curriculum design
and implementation is informed by different
philosophies of language education. I
also hope to take a closer look at teacher
responsibilities and the use of power as it
relates to teacher-student relationships in the
planned curriculum, the taught curriculum,
and the hidden curriculum. In my internship
course I will be asking MA TESOL students
to create one or more lesson plans that
incorporate elements which would facilitate
insightful teacher-student relationships as
well as asking them to attend to the nature of
teacher-student relationships in a reflective
assignment and their personal philosophy
of language education. The extent to which
this helps address the gap Nathan has raised
remains to be seen. However, I look forward
to continuing the conversation with other
students and colleagues in the future.
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SHINING LIGHT ON FIRST AND
HERITAGE LANGUAGES IN THE
EAL CLASSROOM
BY SANDRA ALMEDIA, NORA READY AND MICHAEL YUE

INTRODUCTION: AN EDUCATIONAL
DIALOGUE ABOUT A PROJECT OF VOICE
AND IDENTITY
“A language is not just a body of vocabulary or a
set of grammatical rules. A language is a flash of
the human spirit” – Dreams from Endangered
Cultures (TED Talks), Wade Davis (2003)
“One of the tasks of the progressive educator…is
to unveil opportunities for hope, no matter what
the obstacle may be. After all, without hope, there
is little we can do “ – Pedagogy of Hope, Paulo
Freire (1992)
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THE PROJECT
A group of 17 students spent several weeks
together to share their first and heritage
languages. The project was guided by their
instructor and youth worker, but it was the
students who took the project to uncharted
territories. Through various activities, they
contributed to a dynamic process of learning
that was documented in photographs, texts
and audio-visual recordings.
Activities:
• Calligraphy: wrote in their own languages
and scripts to share phrases, sayings,
excerpts from texts of importance to them
• Song circle: sang in various languages
• Photography: captured images of places
and things they saw or used in heritage
languages
• “Name That Tune”: listened to songs of
different genres and cultures to identify
and explore different languages and
dialects
• Reading: discussed short readings on
themes related to heritage languages and
cultures
• Video interviews on “How do I feel when
I speak my first language? Do I feel
differently when I speak in English? Why is
my first language important to me? Whom
do I talk to in my first language?”
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Learner Contributions:
• Recorded a father speaking Kurdish
• Photographed the text in two holy books
in Jarai and Akkadian
• Wrote and performed a Tagalog rap song
• Performed a Tamil rap
• Wrote a Korean calligraphy piece
• Performed songs in Greek and Arabic
• Photographed posters and products in the
Tamil language
• Researched the history of aboriginal
languages in the Philippines
• Recorded an interview with a Quechan
speaker
THE DIALOGUE
“Dialogue is a conversation with a center, not
sides. It is a way of taking the energy of our
differences and channelling it toward something
that has never been created before. It lifts us
out of polarization and into a greater common
sense, and is thereby a means for accessing the
intelligence and coordinated power of groups of
people.”
Dialogue and the Art of Thinking Together,
William Isaacs (1999)
PART 1: WHY DID WE DO THE PROJECT?
Michael: Program Coordinator
Several cohorts ago, Nora started to engage
students in interactive activities using their first
languages. It was a very interesting excursion
because they did not understand the words
of their partners, but could continue their
dialogue taking cues from the tones of their
voices, facial expressions, and body gestures. In
what way did these past activities lead to the
recent “first and heritage language” project?
Nora: ESL Instructor
The realization that first language was key
to working with these learners came about
gradually. We began with the use of first
languages in role-play. There was a sense of
comfort and confidence, even fun, that was
revealed in students who were previously

withdrawn in class. At first, it seemed quite
silly to respond to one another in multiple
languages. Then, we noticed that we could
communicate quite effectively and understand
each other because of the non-verbal cues.
We got a chance to see each other in our
own cultural and linguistic “comfort zones”.
This resulted in sharing a broader range of
physical and emotional expression – smiles,
gesticulations, energy!
For another activity, we asked the students
to teach us the words, phrases, and history of
their languages. We let them choose partners,
gave them video cameras, and guided them to
document the linguistic diversity in the class. I
really wasn’t prepared for the amount of time
they wanted to spend or the enthusiasm they
brought. I realize now that we acknowledged
their expertise explicitly, prompting more
investment in the task.
The English language payoff was that they
pushed themselves to translate concepts and
ideas so they could teach us words and phrases.
They wandered into each other’s cultures and
wanted to know more about the languages that
were new to them. The language of negotiation
was English most of the time, but it was
amazing to watch, for example, Somalian Arabic
speakers engaging with Iraqi Arabic speakers,
or African French speakers sharing with a
Canadian French speaker. Because the students
were actively participating in language learning
– even though not always in English – our
classroom became a very vibrant place. Seeing
and feeling the energy connected to these
activities and watching the resulting videos led
us to want to do a more focused project.
Sandra:Youth Outreach Worker
Since Nora talked about how the project
came about, I would share my views about
how this project and past activities impacted
the students. I was excited by the power of
first languages in revealing the students’ true
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An ESL instructor, a youth worker and a
program coordinator collaborated in a unique
project that validated the linguistic and
cultural heritage of their students. The use
of first and heritage languages as a medium
of understanding and learning emerged
out of a dynamic classroom that involved
students of diverse personalities, cultural
backgrounds, communication skills and overall
life experiences. In this project, the students
were no longer limited by their new language
English. They became “language experts”.

In this project, the students realized how much
their language skills improved just by talking
about their own first languages. In time, they
showed lower stress levels when expressing
themselves in English, increased their ability to
search for information about their background,
and developed tolerance and respect towards
their classmates. We created a context that
was relevant and meaningful; we welcomed
them by understanding their background,
challenges, stories and interests. We opened
the doors for them to show what they could
contribute to Canada.
I feel an amazing feeling because I have three
languages. (Robert)
My first language, Cebuano, is important to me
because if I go back home, I’m going to speak my
own language. (Ted)
My first language is important to me because it
has a lot of meaning – it is the hardest language in
the world! (Sam)
PART 2: WHO ARE THE STUDENTS?
Michael:
I always find it challenging to describe our
students. Multiple terms have been used
by government agencies, social service
organizations, educational institutions,
researchers and the public – vulnerable,
multi-barrier, challenged, disadvantaged,
ESL, and many more. How would you describe
the students?
Sandra:
Our students varied from 16 to 25 years old,
and have faced enormous difficulties in their
countries of origin due to war, transition from
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home to home, and separation from loved
ones. But even though they faced extreme
situations at a very young age, they were
trying to find their place in the new society
they were relocated to. They were full of hopes
and always had smiles on their faces. Their
willingness to adapt to a new country and
their contributions to our classroom gave me a
deep respect and admiration for them.
These students had tremendous learning
potential and could be capable of contributing
to our society in many ways, but they were
hidden in the system. They often presented
themselves as powerless ESL individuals,
intimidated by the thought of speaking to
“powerful” English speakers. However, once
they were given the space to debrief about
their ideas, hopes and goals, their fears slowly
disappeared and they felt more comfortable
in a new environment. In the first language
project, we witnessed that the students were
taking risks, engaging in meaningful sharing,
and most importantly, growing as individuals.

are accustomed to being flexible and have
developed fairly sophisticated ways of coping.
Often they have many skills, but because they
may not have formal training, they don’t reveal
them. We have had expert tailors, talented
hairdressers, skillful mechanics, amazing
musicians, singers, dancers and storytellers.
But they can get discouraged by what they see
as the loss of status or recognition that comes
with immigration.
I’m really proud to speak Spanish as my first
language and to learn English…also I’d love to
speak any other languages. (Andrea)
If I’m mad or sad at someone, so I can express
myself in my language but not in English. I feel
confident in my language. (Nuzhat)
I speak my own language to my family and in
church…I feel very comfortable to remember my
language. I never forget my language. (Bush)
PART 3: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
Michael:
Our program World Beat was delivered for over
3 years. It was near the end of these 3 years
that you created a special first and heritage
language project and took it to a major TESL
conference. I wonder how this final project
reflected everything you have learned about
these students.

Nora:
Our learning community is very diverse, but
often we see significant areas of common
experience. For example, many learners
have had interruptions in their education,
leaving gaps in fundamental academic skills,
literacy and numeracy. These learners have
experienced school as a place of punishment,
and in some cases humiliation. They have
come from places of societal break down,
violence or war. They face settlement issues
connected to inadequate financial support,
housing and information about resources.
Often, they did not make the decision to come
to Canada; someone made the choice for
them. There was grief around beloved places
and people left behind.

Nora:
This first language project was done with
students we have worked with over the
past couple of years. There was a sense of
relationship with us and with each other. One
thing I have learned from these students is the
importance of continuity, community building
and trust when you wanted to engage in
meaningful learning projects.

Despite their challenges, I find these learners
very open to trying new things – they are risk
takers. Those who have survived displacement

I had some ideas about what this project might
look like and how it would take shape. I thought
we would discuss the concept of linguistic
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personalities and emotions. I witnessed the
students’ transition from having a fear of
expressing their ideas to being comfortable
enough to ask questions and discuss topics
in English.

FEATURE ARTICLE

diversity, develop an inventory of the students’
cultures and languages, and engage in some
photographic documentation. What actually
happened was quite wonderfully different. An
example was our first gathering for the project.
Eight or nine students showed up. After we
checked in and went over the basic idea, we
started to share words and phrases from our
languages. Then someone suggested we share
songs. Sandra got her video camera, we got in
a circle and one by one the students sang their
songs in their chosen languages. In another
session, a student talked about writing with
pens, brushes and ink. We prepared materials
so the learners could do multilingual calligraphy
for the following session. Some students wrote
quotations from writers and philosophers,
some wrote poems, others demonstrated how
to write their scripts. Language was alive and
well in our classroom that day!
Over the course of about three months, this
project became something the learners created.
We framed, supported, provided the space
and a context for it, but the learners made it
grow into something authentically reflective of
them. They taught me about the importance of
setting goals and intentions, but leaving lots of
space for improvisation.
Sandra:
During the project, we faced obstacles
regarding participation, retention, and time
limit – common challenges when working
with these students. However, a collaborative
approach with Nora, a holistic model of support
involving other youth workers, and an intensive
follow-up process with the students allowed
us to complete the project in time. I learned to
fully immerse myself and reflect about my first
and heritage languages, and bring my personal
memories to share with the students. I learned
to explore all my capacity in connecting with
them and being a professional and a person
with whom they could overcome unexpected,
challenging life situations and share love
instead of fear.
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PART 4: WHAT ARE OUR FINAL THOUGHTS
ABOUT THIS MEANINGFUL PROJECT?
Michael:
I understand that both of you feel you are not
here to “recommend” anything to your peers
and colleagues. However, your experience
working with these students has much
relevance and value for ESL instructors in
general and specifically those who teach
immigrant students with disadvantaged
background and resistance against integration
and language acquisition. Can you share some
final thoughts?
Sandra:
I am a youth worker, not an ESL instructor,
but I hope that my personal and professional
reflections have relevance to them. Every
single day before I go to work, I reflect on my
practices and remind myself to pay attention
to the students’ word choices, work with them
without judgment, be ready to open doors and
remove obstacles, promote leadership, develop
resiliency, increase learning opportunities,
discover their voices, be part of the learning

process, and bring humanity to my interaction
with our students. I have learned a lot by
working with instructors whose pedagogical
principles were in line with my community
work ethics and approaches. Generally
ESL instructors do not have support from
community or social workers, but I hope that
instructors can also take the time to understand
the broader life situations of their students and
be ready to advocate for their needs inside and
outside of the classroom.
Nora:
It is always appropriate to be curious about our
students’ languages and cultures. We should
allow their cultures, histories and languages
to have significant space in the classroom. Of
course, diversity can bring up differences, which
can result in tension. But it is a worthwhile
risk that makes our classrooms vital, dynamic
and authentic. Young adult learners are very
eager to figure out how to be together in
differences. When challenges emerge, it is a
good opportunity to engage in the language of
negotiation, empathy and perhaps compromise.
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Many of us face fully packed courses to teach,
tests to prepare for, and less time for learner
input and the building of a learning community.
I suggest we question that. While there must
be time in every class for defined, explicit
instruction of English, there should also be an
ongoing exploration of language in general –
the comparing of grammars, the similarity of
certain words or phrases, the beauty of different
scripts, an interest in perspectives underlying
cultural aspects of different languages. All this
can make the classroom more humane and
meaningful. u

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
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SHOULD RELIGION BE
DISCUSSED IN ENGLISH
LANGUAGE CLASSES?

BY JANICE GT PENNER, MEd

INTRODUCTION
Both times I have presented various classroom
tasks for English Language Learners [ELLs]
with different levels of religious understanding,
there has been animated discussion. The
ideas in this summary of my presentation
at the 2012 TESL Canada Conference are a
combination of my own and the participants’
contributions. The “SEE:” line notes the tasks
that were included in the conference handout.
To give English Language Learners a voice, I
am including some findings from a survey
I recently conducted with 60 adult English
Language Learners [ELLs] in our academic
preparation program at Douglas College. The
results represent the perspectives of English
Language Learners [ELLs] from Iran (n=20),
China (18), South Korea (12) and individuals
from 10 other countries.
SEE: www.AACE-English.com
All World Religious Faith Survey
`
WHY BOTHER INTRODUCING THIS
CONTROVERSIAL TOPIC?
The goal of these tasks is to allow English
Language Learners [ELLs] to learn about
different faiths and how to explain their
own beliefs. The tasks focus on content not
conversion. For devout believers, faith is likely
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more central to their identity than their country
of birth. If world religions are dealt with as
content, there needn’t be much disagreement.
I view knowledge of prominent religions as a
matter of global citizenship – ELLs learn that
their classmates share similar values even
though their faiths and cultures are different.
When they travel, they can determine which
types of behaviour are connected to faith.
As well, it’s relevant to cultural literacy. For
example, when I took a university Canadian
literature course, my atheist prof required us
to read the Bible in order to understand the
metaphors in the course readings. Even with
North America’s multi-cultural population,
scriptural references are still embedded in
news stories, such as “It’s described as a David
versus Goliaith fight,” (Turns out, 2013). This
particular news story is about logging on
Cortes Island, BC and public pension plans –
not religion.
SEE: www.AACE-English.com
All Facts of 5 Major Religions – warm up;
ALL Facts – five major religions – info gap;
ADV Religious IQ – AWL vocab task; INT+
Basic Religious Vocabulary; ADV Charter for
Compassion

DO ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS
WANT TO TALK ABOUT RELIGION IN THEIR
ENGLISH CLASS?
In my experience, I haven’t had anyone object
to any of these tasks and only 20% of the
survey respondents Strongly Disagreed with
religion being discussed in their ESL class.
Some comments were “Definitely not!” and “I
only respect the people that believe their
religions not people that use religions to
receive power, money or kill people.”
A few comments from the positive side
included, “It’s not hard to learn. Learning
about it is making us aware more in our
surroundings,” and “Canada is a belief free
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“WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN ENGLISH
LANGUAGE LEARNERS DISAGREE WITH
EACH OTHER?”
Some teachers avoid this topic because of
personal negative experiences or fears of an
emotional outburst in class. Essentially, carefully
designed tasks can prevent personal attacks.
1. If there is awkwardness, this is a chance to
actualize the concepts of tolerance and
respect in situ. With lower level ELLs, the
teacher may need to do a lot of restating
and clarifying because the ELLs may not
actually mean what they say.
2. Sometimes a discussion can get heated,
so it’s an opportunity to be upfront about
it. Teachers can coach the ELLs how to
focus on their message and practice
being less “dramatic.”
3. If we expect ELLs to express their opinions,
we need to teach the conversational
phrases for agreement, disagreement and
partial agreement, such as “I’m afraid I
disagree with you,”“Yes, but …”, “I couldn’t
agree with you more” and “Let’s agree to
disagree!” Practicing these rejoinders in
our relatively safe classrooms will enhance
their communication skills outside the
classroom. Plus, very little in life is “Black
and White,” so expressing disagreement in
class truly reflects reality outside
the classroom.
4. Often, we just need to refocus the ELLs
back to the task at hand and remind them
it isn’t about being right or wrong.
5. Nonetheless, in situations when one or a
few remain disrespectful, it’s the teacher’s
responsibility to remove these individuals
from the room, explain the concepts of
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6.

tolerance and give them strategies for the
future.
One way to depersonalize the topic is to
explore current news stories. For example,
in early 2012, the Supreme Court of
Canada ruled against a Catholic couple
which wanted their children to be exempt
from the school’s ‘Ethics and Religious
Culture Program’ (Fletcher & Stechyson,
2012). This particular news item
generates discussion about legislation,
parental rights and curriculum. ELLs
won’t necessarily be arguing about which
religion is right or wrong. One warm-up
to the reading could be to discuss this
statement: “Parents should be able to
take their children OUT of a high school
course if different world religions are
taught in that course.”
The statement above was included in the
recent survey. Half of the ELLs strongly
agreed and agreed and the other half
disagreed and strongly disagreed with
the right to exempt the teenagers from
class. As well, 51 of the 60 students
who completed the survey hadn’t had
any negative experiences talking about
religion with another ELL. These results
indicate ELLs may not be opposed to
discussing the topic, and if the instructor
isn’t sure, s/he could conduct a short
survey to help decide how to approach
the topic.

SEE: www.AACE-English.com
INT+ The Golden Rule; INT+ Rights & Religion;
ADV Ethnocentrism or Cultural Relativism; ADV
Learning about religions in school (Quebec
story)
“SOMETIMES, THE STUDENTS CAN’T
ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR OWN
RELIGION. I KNOW MORE THAN THEY DO!”
Teaching ESL is not about us and what we
know. We have all learned to feign interest in

the same topic year after year. For example,
over time ESL teachers may learn a lot about
ramadan/ramadhan. Rather than reveal their
knowledge, teachers can use this knowledge
to ask more effective questions.
There are several reasons why ELLs may appear
to not know about their faith.
1. They don’t have the language to explain
their ideas.
2. They are nominal believers.
3. Their practices are more cultural than
spiritual.
4. They may be new converts.
5. They may not have embraced their faith
before, but now, in the chaos of cultural
adaptation, their family’s religious
practices may be the only “constant” they
have to hold on to.
6. They may be faithful followers, but past
experience or the current classroom
climate may put them on guard. I’m sure
we all have met knowledgeable ELLs
who claim “I don’t know” in order to avoid
engaging with a topic.
SEE: www.AACE-English.com
INT+ Categories of Believers; ALL Daily Life of
a Believer
“I’M AN ATHEIST AND DON’T REALLY CARE
WHAT ANYONE BELIEVES.”
At some point in life, most people determine
for themselves what good and evil is, if a
non-material reality exists, when life begins,
what happens after physical death and so on.
Their answers may be derived from a religion,
philosophy or a worldview. Some of our ELLs
enjoy discussing these questions in their L1.
Others may not have ever had the chance to
think about these questions nor learn different
views about them. As educators, curriculum
choices should not be dictated by the
teacher’s interests. As global citizens ourselves,
teachers can model being committed to their
beliefs while honoring and respecting others
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country, and our classmates are from different
places. It’s important to learn to be easier to
get along with others.” Furthermore, with
adults there is little chance that discussing
religious content will shake their faith. One
student wrote “I don’t mind discussing religion
because I am a devoted Christian.”

DO YOU TELL YOUR STUDENTS WHAT
YOU BELIEVE?
In the olden days, my B Ed major was
Intercultural Studies - with a Social Studies
minor. We learned our role was to facilitate
critical thinking and never ever give our
opinion because of our position of authority
in the classroom. Thus, I rarely provide my
opinions in class and certainly don’t reveal
my faith. Besides, while doing these particular
tasks, no one has ever asked me!
During the TESL Canada presentation, my
response [above] provoked the most divided
discussion and each side had equally valid
points. However, teachers “pushing their faith”
has been a problem. For example, several
school administrators have privately described
the awkwardness in dealing with legitimate
student complaints about a teacher “pushing
religion” in class. Granted, learners may
misunderstand the intent of the teacher’s
statements and may think they are persuading
instead of describing. Hopefully, there is a
chance for clarification in these cases.
Thus, I included this agree – disagree
statement on the survey: “If ESL teachers
want to, I think they can tell ESL students
what religion they believe in.” Again, the
respondents were evenly split. If an ELL asks
a teacher this personal question, the teacher
has the right to answer in any way s/he wishes,
but I sincerely hope the teacher will not
deliberately attempt to persuade the ELL.
ANY FINAL COMMENTS?
I realize faith-based English language
programs are offered in North American at
places of worship such as Protestant churches
and Baha’i centers. As long as the program
promotion materials indicate that that their
holy books will be used in the curriculum, the
facilitators have the right to use the religious
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texts. If the advertising does not indicate this,
the integrity of the program is in question and
the program organizers should be challenged.
Just like other aspects of culture, worship
practices change over time. Personally, I
have thoroughly enjoyed visiting different
places of worship in order to broaden my
understanding. As well, students have
provided very positive feedback about world
religion research they have conducted which
included visiting places of worship.
I have a final story to exemplify why I continue
to include this topic when it’s relevant. One
summer, five groups of intermediate level ELLs
visited different places of worship conducted
interviews and presented reports through a
poster session. When I suggested that the
posters be displayed at the closing ceremony,
one middle-aged Muslim woman exclaimed
that she needed to remove her photo. You
see, she had gone to a Jewish temple and was
quite sure her family would disown her for
even setting foot in the place. Understandably,
removing the photo was appropriate.
Nonetheless, I was so proud of her for being
brave enough to choose to learn about
another faith. Without this class experience,
she would have remained as close-minded as
her family. Her attitude changed, she gained
knowledge and practiced communication
strategies. I want to believe that her class
experience contributed just a teeny tiny bit
towards world peace.
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with different beliefs.
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DEVELOPING STRATEGIC
READERS - USING AN E-BOOK
COMPILATION OF WESTCOAST
READER STORIES
BY LOUISE GREEN AND JOAN ACOSTA
TEACHING READING STRATEGIES
Teaching reading strategies is often thought
of as the domain of EAP teachers. Hedgdock
and Ferris in their 2009 text Teaching Readers
of English emphasize the teaching of reading
strategies as “perhaps the most important
benefit” of an intensive reading lesson in an
English for Academic Purposes class. However,
can this kind of strategy instruction be equally
effective at Canadian Language Benchmark
levels 1 – 5? Can the type of settlement
student who reads the beginner stories in
Best of the Reader be guided in becoming
a strategic reader? Absolutely, and using
modeling to teach reading strategies is a
simple method to help our students take one
more step towards becoming effective readers.
When teaching reading, it is key to consider
just what it is that our students need to
know in order to read efficiently. Penny
Ur, one of the speakers at the Graduate
Student Symposium at the 2012 TESL Canada
Conference in Kamloops, wrote in 1996 that
“efficient readers” adapt their reading speed
depending on what they are reading, choose
what to focus on in a reading and then skim
the other parts, and change the strategy that
they use depending on what kind of text they
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are reading. Furthermore, they make sure they
know the purpose of the text they are reading,
use inferencing to read between the lines, use
what they already know to bring meaning of
the text, and begin by predicting what will
happen in the text (as cited in McDonough &
Shaw, 2003, p. 95).
USING FIX-UP STRATEGIES
Furthermore, effective readers know when
they need help. Pat Campbell (2003)
reinforces this when she writes, “Fluent readers
continuously monitor their understanding and
when they feel that they are losing meaning,
they apply ‘fix-up’ strategies such as rereading,
referring to purpose, reviewing key ideas in

the text, or reconsidering the text’s underlying
structure in order to ‘fix’ the reading problems
they encounter” (p. 102). In other words,
effective readers have a backpack of strategies
that they reach into to help them make
sense of what they read. If there is a reading
problem or a lack of comprehension, they
have strategies that they use to help them fully
understand what they are reading.
Reading strategies include a variety of means
that readers use to extract meaning from text
such as predicting, making inferences, retelling,
using charts and picture, and making mental
images. These strategies could be used before,
during, or after reading, and many could be
used at several stages in a reading lesson.

Reading Strategies
Before

During

After

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Identifying main ideas and
supporting details
• Locating topic sentences
• Identifying signal words
• Inferring the main idea
• Linking pronouns with nouns
• Inferences

•
•
•
•
•
•

Predicting
Previewing
Specifying purpose for reading
Story mapping
Questionning
Skimming
Scanning

Paraphrasing
Retelling
Summarizing
Drawing conclusions
Visualizing
Reading critically - fact vs
opinion
• Identifying bias

(Farrell, 2009, p. 35; Mikulecky, 2008, p. 6)
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However, many of our students have a low
level of reading in their first language, and
so it is our task as ESL reading instructors to
teach them to become strategic readers, to
use reading strategies automatically when
they read in order to overcome breakdowns
in comprehension and to read fluently with
understanding. Farrell, in his 2009 book
Teaching Reading to English Language
Learners, notes that “less skilled readers
can and should be taught how to use more
effective reading strategies” (p. 33). We need
to teach our students reading strategies that
they can use today with the reading passage
we are reading in this class and that they can
use tomorrow and the next day while reading
another text at home or at work.
Strategies to Help Students Become
Active Readers
• Connect what I already know to what I’m
reading.
• Connect what I’m reading to other sections of
the text….
• Connect co-textual elements, such as graphic
illustrations, photographs, charts….
• Preview and predict the content of what I’m
reading. Review the accuracy of my predictions.
• Ask questions about content.
• Attempt to answer my questions as I continue
reading.
• Make note of important generalizations and
ideas.
• Attempt to paraphrase important ideas so
that I understand and remember them
(Seymour & Walsh, 2006, p. 109).
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TRANSFERRING AND TEACHING
As teachers of students in classes that focus
on the skills of reading, writing, listening,
and speaking, we deal with students who
may already be quite literate in their mother
tongue. Perhaps as accomplished readers in
their L1, our students are already using these
reading strategies. Then our job as teachers
is to help them identify those strategies and
“transfer” that knowledge into their second
language reading (Farrell, 2009, p. 5).

BEST OF THE READER
The Westcoast Reader is a newspaper for
beginning adult readers in British Columbia. It is
designed to help English as a second language
(ESL) and adult literacy learners develop reading
skills, while providing interesting and relevant
information with an adult focus.
Local, national, and international news stories
are adapted from local newspapers for use in
The Westcoast Reader. The newspaper also
provides information on a variety of topics
including health, safety, government services,
and everyday life.

open repository of best-loved stories and
accompanying learning activities. This became
“Best of The Reader: Favourite stories from The
Westcoast Reader.”

Articles in the newspaper are written at three
levels of difficulty, providing entry points to
reading for a variety of learners. Teachers’ Notes
that include exercises and activities for learners
as well as suggestions and resources for teachers
accompany each issue of The Westcoast Reader.

Each e-book has 8 to 10 stories, and each story
has accompanying exercises and activities.
Most of the books have stories at three different
reading levels, corresponding to Canadian
Language Benchmarks (CLB) 1-6.

Joan Acosta edited the newspaper between 1982
and 2009. During that period, the newspaper
grew from a readership of 8,000 to over 100,000,
and her work became known both nationally and
internationally through her many workshops and
presentations at educational conferences.
When Joan retired from Capilano University
in 2009, she was asked by the president of the
university to develop a “legacy piece” – an

BOTH SHOW AND TELL
Students need to both see a demonstration
of the reading strategy they are learning and
learn about how that strategy will help them
in their own reading. Farrell references Koda
(2005) when he states that “reading strategy
training aims at improving the performance of
struggling readers through explicit, step-by-step
demonstrations of good reading behaviors that
include instruction in metacognitive strategies”
(p. 34). This teaching of reading strategies begins
with the realization that our students are adults
and can develop self-monitoring techniques.
They can learn to think about learning and can
become autonomous learners.

Best of The Reader (http://bestofthereader.ca) is
a collection of 14 e-books and a Teachers’ Guide.
The e-books are organized by topic, for example:
• Amazing Stories
• Canada’s Aboriginal People
• Sports
• Your Health

The material on the website has a Creative
Commons licence which means users have
permission to download, print, and distribute all
the material on the site.
More than 300,000 teachers, tutors and learners
have found their way to the website since its
launch in 2010. Users have consistently praised
the thematic arrangement, the clear layout,
the variety of stories, the emphasis on diversity
and the ease with which the resource can be
downloaded, printed, and used.

Brown, Armbruster, & Baker (1986) note,
“Cognitive psychologists have shown in their
research that students learn new strategies …
most effectively when they are consciously
aware of what they are doing (as cited in
Mikulecky, 2008, p. 2). Grabe and Stoller
(2002) reiterate that teachers should “integrate
strategy use and discussion about strategy use
into every lesson” (as cited in Hedgcock & Ferris,
2009, p. 71). In other words, our teaching of
reading strategies must begin by explaining to
our students first what the strategy is that we
are going to teach, and why it is helpful to them
as learners. We need to get them involved in
their own learning and motivate them to want
to use reading strategies and to understand
not only what a strategy is, but how it will help
them read more fluently.
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It is called “visualization”. Can everyone repeat
that—“visualization”? Have any of you ever had
your vision tested? What happened? Yes, they
looked at your eyes, at your vision.
Visualization has to do with seeing, but it has to
do with seeing in our minds, not with our eyes. So
when I read, I make a movie in my mind of what I
read. This is called visualization.
How does this movie in my mind help me when I
read? It helps me to focus on the details of what I am
reading and to remember later what it is I have read.
My think aloud process would be something
like this:

CLICK TO READ
FULL ARTICLE
A MODEL DEMONSTRATION
I would begin teaching with predicting from
titles and previewing of photos, maps, and
headings. I am assuming at this point that the
strategy of predicting and activating background
knowledge has already been taught.
I would start out by engaging the students
“metacognitively”; in other words, we would
talk a bit about learning and about how my
students can learn.
“Today we are going to learn a new reading strategy.
Remember two weeks ago, we began practicing
using predicting with what we read. Well, today, we
are going to learn a new strategy to help us read.
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How do I make a mental movie when I am
reading? First I read one or two sentences of a
story. “Eric Bjarnason is a firefighter in North
Vancouver. In 2005, Eric and 7 friends decided to
climb Mt. Logan.” After I read this, I close my eyes
and make a movie. I’m imagining seeing Eric in his
firehouse. I see him with his red fire engine and I
hear him telling a class of school kids all about it.
Then in the next scene in my movie I see Eric and
his friends climbing a mountain.
As I make the movie in my mind, I use my senses
and I ask myself, “What do I see? What do I feel?
What do I taste? What do I hear? What do I touch?”
In this case, I see a high mountain, all black and
full of rocks and snow. I see eight men and women
climbing with ropes on their shoulders and large
backpacks, wearing heavy coats and sturdy hiking
boots. I hear the wind on the high mountain but
I don’t hear any traffic noise. I smell clean air and
my nose is tingling from the cold wind.
I would go through two more paragraphs in
this way, talking through how I am making a
mental movie about what I am reading. I would
focus on my five senses and would try to show
students how I use my senses to make what I’m
reading become a movie in my head.

After modeling or demonstrating a reading
strategy, Farrell suggests that the next step
be guided practice. At this point, I would put
my students into pairs, and have them work
together to practice visualization. One student
would read the next paragraph, and the other
student would listen, then say aloud what she
sees in her mental movie. The first student
would remind her to use her five senses when
creating the movie.
One pair of students who are more successful
at the think aloud process could then come
to the front of the class and model for the rest
of class how they made their mental movie.
Then the guided practice time could continue
through each paragraph until the end of the
story. Further student modeling could also be
included.
ONGOING PRACTICE
Is modeling and guided practice enough? No,
not yet. Teaching reading strategies needs to
be part of our ongoing teaching, and a strategy
needs to be practiced numerous times until
its use by our students becomes automatic
(Farrell, 2009). So, after modeling visualization
and doing guided practice in class using
visualization with the story “Climber loses Nine
Fingers”
At this point, I can do a “formative” assessment,
to check how well my students have
understood and assimilated the strategy
of visualization. I would do this by having
students do a think aloud of their reading for
me, usually one by one, but this could also be
done in pairs. I would listen to them “model”
using visualization and see if they understand
when and how to use visualization. I could
also briefly ask them questions to see if they
can define what visualization is (making
a mental movie, thinking about the five
senses) and how it helps them as they read
(helps them remember what they read, helps
them understand what they have read). The
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Farrell himself remarks that the best way to
teach reading strategies is through modeling
of those strategies in class. We as teachers need
to use a “think aloud” process and model for our
students exactly how we make meaning from
text. For example, if I am teaching “visualization”
or “making mental images” to my reading class, I
would begin by choosing a reading text that can
be readily used for teaching that strategy. I have
chosen a story from Best of the Reader titled
“Climber Loses Nine Fingers”

Should we end with the formative assessment?
No, we need to keep going. Research has
demonstrated that students need to keep
practicing reading strategies, so we as teachers
need to give them opportunities to practice.
Mikulecky (2008) sums up what we as teachers
are trying to achieve: “Eventually, students will
be able to apply the skill unconsciously so that
they can call it up to consciousness and apply it
strategically whenever they face a challenging
text” (p. 4). u
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formative assessment not only shows me what
students have learned about visualization so far,
but it also helps me assess my own instruction. I
get information about whether I need to go back
and reteach visualization with more explanations
and more modeling.
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CREATE A PERSONAL
LEARNING NETWORK FOR
EAL PROFESSIONALS

BY BRIAR JAMIESON AND NATALIA ALEKO

For centuries, navigators in their travels
hugged coastlines that they could see based
on the common fear that they would literally
tip over the edge of their known world.
Although this helped them to map coastlines,
this practice prevented them from learning
about the unseen. In the world of Web 2.0,
much of what takes place, although visible,
remains intangible for many EAL professionals.
For most of us, having been educated in a
“one size fits all” mode of classroom delivery
with highly structured and timed curriculum,
wading into open waters with unfamiliar tools
into the unknown can be daunting. This article
will clear up some of the unknown, provide an
orientation to Personal Learning Networks and
introduce some online tools for connecting
with colleagues.
ASK A COLLEAGUE/’GOOGLE’ IT
English Online Inc. (www.myenglishonline.ca),
Manitoba’s online EAL provider, conducted
an online survey with 98 EAL professionals
in Manitoba to find out how they developed
their professional skills. The majority of EAL
professionals, in the survey, first went to a
colleague. As language specialists we often
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rely on ‘staff room’ relationships to inform
our teaching practice. Collegial input and
feedback is helpful; however, we all face the
challenges of finding time during a busy
teaching schedule to access colleagues
willing to share their expertise. Further, many
EAL teachers had limited peer feedback due
to their roles as sole language teacher in a
remote community.
The second most used tool for developing
professional skills was ‘Google’. While using the
Internet can be helpful, we often may not find
what we’re looking for because we don’t have
the appropriate, evolving or new terminology.
Relying on Internet searches for classroom
ideas can be time consuming and frustrating.
Sometimes, there are only so many keywords
you can use. And even then, it is difficult to
express what we want when we don’t have the
needed language to do so. By cultivating PLNs
we extend professional collegiality beyond the
staff room and ‘Google’.
MAP A PLN NETWORK
The Personal Learning Network (PLN) is a living
map that charts a person’s knowledge-sharing

network with other professionals. A PLN is
an informal learning network that meets the
needs of the most important autonomous
learner in your life, you! Ask yourself: In what
areas do I need to improve professionally? In
the PLN context you create your own learning
environment by selecting people, groups, or
communities of interest that will help you
develop your teaching practice. Developing
professional connections has never been
easier with emerging social technologies.
By testing and using different technology
tools, you can get a better understanding
of what kinds of resources, information and
mentors will help make you a more effective
educational professional. EAL professionals
who cultivate their PLN can now have access
to learning resources unimaginable even a
decade ago.
COMMUNITIES/F2F AND ONLINE
The question we often get asked when we
give presentations is: How and where do I start
growing my PLN? We recommend browsing
online communities, special interest groups
or communities of practice as an introduction
to the kinds of discussions happening in areas
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OBSERVE ONLINE CONFERENCES AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EVENTS
Money and distance often make it difficult
to attend face-to-face conferences;
however, there are lots of opportunities to
join colleagues online. Sessions are often
recorded so that you can watch at your
convenience. Observe how other professionals
are navigating the course and using the Web
2.0 to connect. By learning the community
netiquette, or digital etiquette, observers
can prepare for their own participation in
community discussions. There are several
events that you may find useful, all at no cost
to participants:
• Electronic Village Online (http://
evosessions.pbworks.com/w/
page/10708567/FrontPage). In January
and February you can join language
professionals from around the world by
registering for a five-week course that
is led through discussions and virtual
workshops. As a Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) you can pick and choose
your activity level.
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•

•

•

Connecting Online Conference
(http://connecting-online.ning.com/)
will run February 1-3, 2013 and focuses
on e-learning.
Virtual Round Table (http://www.
virtual-round-table.com/) is “an annual
web conference for language learning
technologies.” The conference will be held
May 3-5, 2013. Language practitioners
from around the world share how they
integrate technologies into the classroom.
English Online Inc. and Tutela.ca
also hosts webinars throughout the
year. Check Events on www.tutela.ca.
Upcoming webinar topics: Self-directed
Professional Development, PBLA and
e-CLPA, and New CLBs.

FOLLOW BLOGGERS, MICRO-BLOGGERS,
HASHTAG CHATS, SOCIAL-BOOKMARKERS
AND CURATORS
Once you’ve had an opportunity to peruse
sites of interest, find out what attracts you. On
several of the communities and online events
you may find yourself reading certain people’s
responses, connecting with their opinions, or
using the lessons they share. The participants
in the online communities and events often
share links to their personal websites, blogs
or twitter account. There are thousands of
educational bloggers reflecting on different
areas of interest. We recommend three, as
starting nodes in your PLN Map:
• Teacher Rebook Camp, Challenging
Ourselves to Engage our Students
(http://shellyterrell.com/). Shelley Terrell
is a prolific writer and shares tools,
resources, freely. Click on her blog roll to
find out other bloggers she recommends
for English Language Teaching.
• Nik’s Learning Technology Blog for
English Language Teachers (http://
nikpeachey.blogspot.ca/). Nik blogs
about a variety of topics including PLN,
continued professional development, and
educational technology.

•

4C in ELT (http://fourc.ca/) Tyson Seburn
blogs with the goal of “building and
supporting the ELT community in Canada”.

MICRO-BLOGS
Micro-blogging is another way educators
share their knowledge and connect with
like-minded professionals. The most popular
tool for this rapid pace sharing is Twitter,
where people express themselves through
tweets, brief statements of no more than 140
characters. Similar to blogs, you can follow
someone’s Twitter posts. Compiling whom you
want to follow will take time; however, if you
have a person you know and trust, watch who
they follow.
• English Online Inc. (http://twitter.com/
englishonlinemb). The tweets on this site
point learners to items they might find
useful to their language development or
settlement needs.
• Ann Foreman (http://twitter.com/ann_f).
Ann tweets for Teaching English, British
Council, and her tweets, presentations,
and shared links are always an excellent
source for learning.
• TESL Canada 2014. (http://twitter.com/
TESLCanada2014). Conferences also
create Twitter accounts to connect
with participants and the broader
community. Looking forward to this one
in Saskatchewan!
The Twitter community organizes their
comments around themes and uses a system
of keywords to help others search for related
tweets; keywords are preceded by the number
symbol, #, and the two together are called a
‘hashtags’. For example if you wanted to search
for topics or resources for ESL you would use
the hashtag #ESL or #EFL. Your PLN might
have common hashtags they use to share their
knowledge. There are many popular hashtags
used by English Language instructors: #elt,
#tefl, #esl, #tesol, #eltchat, #IATEFL, #AdultESL,
#CLBs, #PBLA.
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of personal interest. There are many online
communities, and it depends on your area of
focus, and personal learning goals which ones
you seek out, below we have listed a few that
we have found useful:
• Tutela (www.tutela.ca) “is a pan-Canadian
online resource and community for ESL/
FSL professionals.” This site has special
interest group forums and is a repository
of language materials produced in Canada.
• aPLaNet (http://aplanet-project.org/) is
a social network for language instructors
interested in growing their PLN’s. They
have great resources for educators
interested in exploring online tools
to connect.
• Classroom 2.0 (http://www.classroom20.
com) is an online community for
educators. There are several groups
sharing and connecting on topics that
might interest ESL instructors.

BULLETIN BOARDS AND CURATED E-ZINES
Another example of a type of social-bookmark
is online bulletin boards or e-magazines.
Thankfully, generous professionals search
for online content that are of interest to
their PLN; in essence, they ‘curate’ the web
and make it easier for followers to keep up
with our professional reading. There are
many online applications that provide these
e-zine or bulletin boards and just as many
individuals using them to organize the mass of
information. Here are three that use different
tools to curate content:
• Sue Lyon-Jones (http://www.scoop.it/u/
esolcourses#curatedTopicsTabSelected).
Curated topics include: English Listening
Lessons, CPD in Education, and Topical
English Activities.

•
•
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SOCIAL-BOOKMARKS
As learning resources increase on the web,
the number of links is growing exponentially.
Sharing them on a handout is cumbersome,
and emailing them often gets lost in the
archives. There are tools that allow you to save
your favourite links, store and organize them
online by tags/keywords and share them with
your PLN. Two popular social bookmarking
tools are: www.diigo.com and www.delicious.
com. Diigo also allows you to follow Groups
who collectively add their bookmarks to a
specific special interest/topic area that adds
to the learning and knowledge of the group
members. English Online has two active social
bookmarkers:
• Iwona Gniadek (http://delicious.com/
ig7). Iwona bookmarks for her PLN
interesting sites and articles regarding
all things ELT, instructional design,
e-learning, learning languages.
• Natalia Aleko (http://www.diigo.com/
user/natalia_a). Natalia bookmarks ESL/
EAL teaching and learning resources, blogs
and articles about integrating technology
and Web 2.0 tools into the classroom.

BRIAR JAMIESON
John Evans (http://paper.li/joevans).
This is a daily newspaper of news on
Educational Technologies.
Eric Sheninger (http://pinterest.com/
esheninger/?d). Boards include: PLNs and
Web 2.0 tools for educators.

JBriar Jamieson (@
mbjamieson) has
grown English
Online (www.
myenglishonline.
ca) Inc. from

JOIN US AND SHARE WITH THE COMMUNITY
If you’re feeling overwhelmed by all this tech
talk, fear not. You are the captain of your PLN
Map navigation and ultimately you decide
which format to create your Personal Learning
Network, whether that be face-to-face, or with
members of a growing online community
of practitioners. Take time to ease into the
“conversation”. Start with one blog to read or
one tool to use and proceed when you feel
comfortable. The beauty of the Web 2.0 world
is that you’re not restricted to the conversation
in a physical room or building. You now have
the opportunity to explore and interact with
the global EAL professional community. You
have the freedom to build an individualized
PLN that fits with who you are, your
professional context and where you want to
expand your own professional development,
career path and knowledge aspirations. Like
navigators of the past, it can be scary to chart
the unknown such as the Web 2.0 world;
however, once you have the map and the tools
the path becomes clearer.
There is a whole community looking to
connect with like-minded professionals and
we would like to help you connect! If you
blog, tweet, curate, pin, share or upload please
connect with Briar and Natalia who would be
happy to be included in your own PLN Map.
Join our conversation on www.tutela.ca! u

an educational
	
   technology start-

up organization over 4 years ago to provide
online EAL instruction to over 2000 learners in
Manitoba. Briar gained valuable experience
teaching first-language Inuktitut speakers in
Nunavut, as well as teaching in ESL programs
in Toronto, Ontario. Prior to entering the
educational technology field, Briar worked for
over a decade primarily in corporate human
resources and completed a BA, B.Ed and TESL
Certificate from the University of Toronto.
bjamieson@myenglishonline.ca
NATALIA ALEKO
Natalia Aleko (@
countmein280576)
coordinates Canada’s
national online
learning community
	
  

for EAL professionals

through Tutela (www.tutela.ca). Natalia
continues to grow English Online’s Teacher
Services by building online professional
networks to share EAL teaching best
practices, online resources and the creation,
management and delivery of webinars for
EAL/ESL Educators with participants from
British Columbia to Newfoundland. Natalia
previously taught EFL for over a decade in
Latvia, where she graduated with a Bachelor’s
degree in TESL/TEFL Methodology, and a
Master’s Degree in Pedagogy from Daugavpils
University. naleko@myenglishonline.ca
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LISTENING CIRCLES: BUILDING
LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS

BY HEATHER PLAIZIER AND SHARON YEO

INTRODUCTION
With gratitude to First Nations cultures, this
short article shares a small snapshot of the
wisdom of the listening/ talking circle process,
as we have experienced it with clients, staff, and
management, especially in a large settlement
service agency. In this article, talking circle and
listening circle are interchangeable terms. In
both, the focus is on listening.
The listening/ talking circle is familiar to many
of us, in its various uses as a community tool.
The format we share is inspired by community
traditions of First Nations peoples of the prairie
provinces. As we circle around the group in
a respectful process of listening, we spiral
down to deeper layers of understanding and
appreciation. This article offers an overview
of uses, format, guidelines, and cautions. The
workshop offers an experience of one round of
a listening circle.
PURPOSE
Circles provide an opportunity to deepen
relationships. They may be “used” for a variety
of purposes, including decision-making,
conflict resolution, healing, storytelling,
or “research” (following appropriate ethical
procedures), but there are tensions or cautions
inherent in having a utilitarian purpose to a
listening circle.
In a listening circle, the group draws out the
knowledge from within the members, to the
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extent that the members feel trust and respect
for each other, and for the process. There is a
tension between this process and a “western”
(or “linear”) cultural expectation that there will
be identifiable and largely pre-determined
content (especially in an educational setting),
or concrete end results (as in decision-making,
or in a research context). In listening circles, the
primary responsibility is to the relationships in
the group. Content or results are secondary to,
or flow from those relationships.
FORMAT
The format of the circle is inspired by
community traditions of First Nations people
of the prairie provinces. To begin the circle, the
leaders invite participants to acknowledge and
welcome spirit, or higher purpose guidance for
the process, in some way that is comfortable
and appropriate for the circle participants
(Graveline, 1998; Martin, 2001; Wilson, 2004;
Sinclair, of Mother Earth Healing Society). In an
Aboriginal context this may include a smudge
and prayers. In other contexts, a moment of
reflective silence or a group reflection may be
appropriate. There may be a unifying symbol,
as simple as a world map, at the centre of the
circle. The group and/ or its leaders identify
a main guiding question, topic, or intention.
Participants take turns to share their input
on the topic. In Cree/ Nehiyo tradition, turns
are taken clockwise to the left around the
circle, following the perceived direction of
the movement of the sun. In prairie Nehiyo

tradition, this direction keeps the flow of
the circle in harmony with planetary energy.
If there is a desire to “undo” or release an
undesired pattern, the group may decide to
take turns in a counter clockwise direction.
The group will usually use a simple object,
such as a stone, stick, or an item of significance
to a member or members of the group. As
each participant completes their turn, they
pass the talking object to the next person
in the circle. The focus is on listening.
While a participant is speaking, there are
no interruptions from other participants.
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Levels of meaning and understanding within
the group will deepen if the group takes time
to go around the circle more than once. The
group can take breaks between the different
rounds. The first round is for each participant’s
initial input on the topic. The second round is
generally for deepening one’s response, and/ or
for reflecting on each other’s responses. A final
round can offer an opportunity for closure.
Circles are usually accompanied by food or
feasting. In Nehiyo tradition, the meal will
often precede the circle, with the food being
blessed by prayer and smudge before it is
shared in the group. In the circles we have
shared, we usually break into a more informal
period of sharing simple foods once the circle
has opened.
GUIDELINES
Establish the following guidelines with circle
participants before beginning:
Confidentiality:
Keep all personal information shared by
others within the group confidential, by not
discussing or sharing it in any form or format
(e.g. conversations outside of the group, written
descriptions of others’ stories or experiences)
with anyone other than the circle participants.
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Respect:
Attempt at all times to understand what each
person shares from their perspective, without
judgment. Listen attentively to each person.
Trust:
Speak honestly from your experience, and
share only to the extent that you feel trust in
the group.
SETTINGS
Listening Circles have helped deepen mutual
understanding and respect in settings such as
the following:
• Management Team/ Intake and
Reception/ Staff groups
• Client groups/ “research” and network
building or deepening
• Student/ classroom groups
• Youth at Risk programming
• Restorative Justice
• Community groups: formal and informal
(ex: Housing Co-op; circle of friends)
• Family 50th birthday
• Memorial celebrations
• Sense of Place research project: 20082009
• Re-evaluation Counselling in small
groups/ Healing Circles
• Mother Earth Healing Society: Lorraine
Sinclair, 1980 & 90’s’s
• Katimavik household group processes
and decisions
In Edmonton, we hope to soon be holding
Listening Circles with Community Leagues
who are inviting newcomers to connect with
others in their neighborhoods.
CHALLENGES AND CAUTIONS
The listening circle process can be challenging
for groups who are used to conversing in
“popcorn” style, where everyone is free to pop
in with their input at any moment. With the
circle format, talkative persons must hold their

responses, and focus rather on attention to the
speaker’s meaning. Persons who often refrain
from sharing their reflections in “popcorn”
settings, experience that they have the space
to be heard without interruption in a listening
circle. The consensual experience is typically
that all circle members feel privileged to have
learned more from the depth of the listening.
There are cautions inherent in using listening
circles in settings where there are unequal
power relations. Participants with greater
social privilege because of professional role,
membership in the dominant culture, gender,
race, or language group, for example, may
consciously or unconsciously expect that
their perspective carries more legitimacy, and
inadvertently stir up feelings of vulnerability
for participants with less privileged status. This
is more likely when participants are unaware
of the role of privilege and power in the views
and reflections expressed. Participants of both
privileged and less privileged positions may
find it very easy to be judgmental of each
other’s perspectives.
Circle guidelines ask each member to
participate to the best of their ability with
respectful awareness and trustworthiness.
We all have diverse experiences and contexts
in which our levels of trust and respect are
challenged. We cannot change that. We can
only increase the opportunities we have to
hear and understand the diversity of our
perspectives. For this reason, participants are
encouraged to share only to the extent that
we each feel trust in the group. We ask that we
each attempt at all times to listen attentively
to understand what each person shares from
their perspective, without judgment, and to
speak honestly from our own experience when
it is our turn. In exceptional circumstances, a
circle leader may need to intervene if one
or more participants are disregarding circle
guidelines.
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Participants are asked to give full attention
to what the speaker is saying, rather than
think about what they will say on their turn.
Silence is acceptable. Participants can take all
the time they need to reflect before speaking.
Participants are asked to speak honestly from
their own experience, and from the heart.
Participants are guided to speak only to the
extent that they feel trust of other members
of the group. Trust is not assumed until it has
been established. Participants always have the
option to pass when it is their turn.

In the context of a busy organization with
office or teaching staff operating with very
linear and task based expectations, it can be
a challenge for staff to appreciate the value or
need to take time away to build relationships
with processes such as the listening circle. To
some extent, it can do injustice to a “circular” or
“spiral” process, to inject it into a work culture
that operates with linear or surface processes.
Our experience in trying to regularly use this
tool in an outcomes based work environment
has challenged a deeper layer of work culture.
Work teams and individuals need to grapple
with the values and intentions served by
the listening circle as a team process. As one
bottom line, the listening circle is not to be
used in a corporate context with a profit
motive (Graveline, 1998).
Non-Aboriginal users or leaders of listening circles
need to be aware and appreciative of how we are
appropriating the wisdom and use of this tool.
BENEFITS
There are multiple inherent benefits to holding
listening circles with groups of neighbors,
family, community members, residents,
colleagues, students, or clients, who come
together around a topic or question with the
intention of deepening mutual understanding.
The personal attentiveness that is called on to
participate in a listening circle has been likened
to that which we nurture during meditation
practice. Gradually we learn to be more present
to what is transpiring, and release attachment
to our own immediate thoughts. Some
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participants express that we learn to build a
greater trust that what is most important to
share will present itself when the time comes.
In communities, schools, and workplaces
in North America, much of our populace
is transient, diverse groups are somewhat
segregated from each other, and/ or our
relationships are easily disconnected by a focus
on individual concerns. The listening circle
approach invites us into a cultural sphere where
we take time to hear each other’s perspectives,
deepen our mutual learning, and build our
capacity for relationship and community. u
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A related caution, depending on the context,
is that circle members may expect the circle
process to “fix” relationships, or provide a
specific harmonious outcome. The circle is
about deepening relationships as they exist, by
hearing and understanding each other’s truths.
The intention is not to bring anyone around to
one’s own point of view or desired outcome.
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TUTELA.CA

BY COLLEEN ROGEN

WHY JOIN TUTELA?
Join our growing community to:
• Get access to tons of EAL and FSL
resources, including learning activities,
worksheets, templates, teacher training
resources and much more; rate and
comment on the resources you have used
• Connect and collaborate with like-minded
EAL and FSL professionals and expand your
Personal Learning Network (PLN) through
public forums and special interest groups
• Suggest and share your own useful
resources, whether these are classroom
resources, research papers that offer insight
into best practices, or policy documents
• Find out and participate in our events or
organize and post your own event
• Post jobs. If you are an employer, you can
be sure you’ll get immediate responses
from a wide selection of qualified
candidates in no time
Your participation and contributions help make
Tutela the go-to place for ESL/FSL professionals!
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Tutela.ca is a pan-Canadian online resource and
community for ESL/FSL professionals. A shared FederalProvincial initiative, funded by Citizenship and Immigration
Canada (CIC), the name Tutela.ca originates from the Latin
word tutela which means guardianship and tutelage.

Once you’ve joined Tutela, you can use, rate
and contribute resources. Every month several
resources are highlighted. These are resources
that other members have found especially
useful. This month’s featured resources focus on
working with the PBLA:
My Story – A Pictorial Autobiography is
a pictorial autobiography handout for ESL
Literacy and CLB 1-2 students uses sentence
stems and pictures to help students complete
an autobiography, possibly for their PBLA
portfolio or for a learning unit or theme.
PBLA Inventory Masters – 4 Skills are blank
inventory lists for listening, speaking, reading
and writing. They are useful for CLB Stage 1 and
2 students who are required to maintain records
of items they add to their portfolios.
Reflections on the PBLA by Andrea Zheng - On
Thursday, December 6th, 2012 Andrea Zheng
shared her experiences using PBLA in a LINC
3 classroom in an interactive Tutela webinar.

	
  

If you missed your chance to participate you
can listen to it here. Andrea’s session included
the challenges and rewards of using PBLA
including: setting goals, setting expectations,
building classroom routines, dealing with
continuous intake, and generating reports.
You can also join us to continue the discussion
and share your feedback in the post-webinar
discussion group.
We look forward to seeing you online!
The Tutela Team u
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ONLINE REFLECTIVE JOURNALS:
BENEFITS AND BARRIERS

BY TAMARA RENKAS AND VERONICA BAIG

The 2012 TESL Canada Conference interactive
presentation titled , Online Reflective
Journal: Benefits and Barriers, discussed the
practical use of reflective journals with adult
EAL students.
The presentation provided insights into two
key questions:
1. How can we leverage the benefits of
using an online reflection journal (ORJ)
with our students to support their
process of improving writing skills?
2. How can we overcome the obstacles
associated with adding an online-based
metacognitive task into our writing courses?
BACKGROUND
“Good language learners use a variety of
learning strategies, including metacognitive
for exercising control through planning,
arranging, focusing, and evaluating their own
learning process.” 1 According to research
in language learning and metacognitive
strategies, reflective journals are well known
learning strategies for EAL learners. In the
five years since we added an online reflective
journal into our writing course for EAL learners,
the success we’ve enjoyed and the potential
for wider application that we’ve discovered
have motivated our continuing research into

the use of online reflective journals and their
application in the EAL writing classroom.
As a predominantly online delivery institution,
Athabasca University’s EAL program uses
exclusively distance and online mediums of
delivery in our EAL courses. Incorporating
a reflective learning aspect into our course
development demanded a strategy that would
make use of our online environment. Simply put,
we had no choice but to use an online journal if
we were to use that type of teaching tool at all.
Research strongly supports the combination of
face-to-face with online learning experiences.2
Such a blended learning approach to teaching
writing has application for all EAL classrooms,
and specifically, writing courses. Our discovery
of the effectiveness of online journals was
based on the need to be online. But all EAL
teachers can benefit from using an online
reflective journal and a blended approach in
their writing classes.
OVERVIEW OF OUR PRACTICE
Research overwhelmingly supports the
benefits of reflective learning.3 This knowledge,
together with our interest in adding an
interactive aspect to our self-study writing
course, motivated us to create on online

journal exercise to go along with the regular
writing tasks in our course. In addition to
completing writing assignments as the
culminating, graded exercise for each unit,
students are asked to make a short entry in an
online reflective journal within a few days after
receiving their marked work. Here is an excerpt
from our instructions for these journal entries:
What have you learned about writing from
completing the assignment? For instance,
comment on writing organization, grammar,
punctuation, elements of style, vocabulary, or
anything else that seems relevant.
Comment on your plan for the next assignment
based on the feedback. For instance, was there
anything your instructor told you to work on?
The idea is to complete a reflective journal
entry based on the feedback from each
assignment. We ask students to pause and
think about the feedback from their marked
assignments and how to apply it into their
upcoming assignments. Students receive their
marked assignment, reflect on the feedback,
and create a journal entry that answers (one or
both) the above questions.

1

Oxford, R. and Nyikos, M. (1989), Variables Affecting Choice of Language Learning Strategies by University Students. The Modern Language Journal, 73: 291–300.

2

Sagarra, N. and Zapata, Gabriela. (2008). Blending classroom instruction with online homework: A study of student perceptions of computer-assisted L2 learning. ReCALL, 20: 208-224.

3

Oxford, R. and Nyikos, M. (1989). Variables Affecting Choice of Language Learning Strategies by University Students. The Modern Language Journal, 73: 291–300
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Excerpts from Online Reflective Journals:
This assignment presented a lot of challenges. I
did run into some grammar issues. They seem
obvious now, but I guess I was rushing a little bit
so I missed them.
I really do need to change how I build my
paragraphs, and learn to be concise. My topic
sentence was wrong, in the sense that it wasn’t
really representative of the subject I decided to
talk about; I see that now. I also find I have to use
the right time of verb when writing certain types
of paragraph.
By encouraging students to reflect about their
learning process and apply the feedback into
subsequent writing tasks, the ORJ enhances
both the learning experience and the process
of improving writing skills.
OVERCOMING BARRIERS
A common barrier to a blended leaning
technique such as an ORJ is the perception
that the online and reflective component is yet
another task added to the already abundant
demands of a writing course. Added to the
perception of “even more work to do,” the
diverse nature of the ESL classroom means
that some students are very comfortable in
online environments, while others resist and
struggle with the medium. Those who struggle
with technology will face another obstacle.
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First of all, articulate and distribute clear and
simple guidelines for students to follow. We
don’t ask for or expect a lengthy report. A
couple of lines can readily summarize an
insight from the feedback or an intention to
apply a suggestion. A ten minute process of
reading the feedback, thinking a bit about
it, and reflecting in writing what to do
differently next time adds the metacognitive
level to learning that advances skills to a
degree students may not achieve without the
reflective component.

process to their practical life experiences can
help engage students in the assignment as well.
SUMMARY
The obstacles are overcomable and the
benefits of using online reflective journals
far outweigh the challenges. Our experience
in the years since we incorporated this tool
convinces us of the value of online reflective
journals in any ESL writing class. Keeping it
simple, by using clear guidelines and a friendly
online platform, can make an online reflective
journal a handy tool from which students and
teachers alike can easily use and benefit. u
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The second way to keep an ORJ simple is to
use a quick and easy platform. Blogger and
WordPress are common online resources
through which anyone can create a simple
blog that students can go into by clicking on a
link and finding their name and journal space
set up for them. Settings are easily adjusted so
that only assigned people can access the blog.
These tools come with tutorials for instructors
who need help with this step.

Sagarra, N. and Zapata , G.(2008). Blending classroom
instruction with online homework: A study of student
perceptions of computer-assisted L2 learning. ReCALL,
20: 208-224.

On a final note about overcoming barriers
and making an ORJ a viable assignment to
incorporate, engaging the students and
earning their “buy-in” also goes a very long
way. Briefly acknowledging the benefits of
reflective learning can be compelling, for
instance. Research into how adults learn
confirms that a reflective aspect of learning
increases skils more noticablely and more
quickly. Knowing facts such as this about how
the learning process works, or doesn’t work
as well, can be a valuable insight that sparks
an interest in completing the reflective tasks.
Adults want to understand why they’re doing
the tasks we ask of them. Relating the writing
assignments and learning process to real life
can also be motivating. How would better
writing skills help you at work? Or in your other
courses? Applying the tasks and the learning

Tamara Renkas teaches writing courses at

Oxford, R. and Nyikos, M. (1989), Variables Affecting
Choice of Language Learning Strategies by University
Students. The Modern Language Journal, 73:
291–300.
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The answer we’re putting forth as an effective
solution to these barriers is captured in the
adage of keeping it simple.
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POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS
IN THE ESL CLASSROOM

BY DOUG MINAKER

time and how you can use it in conjunction
with other useful programs that you can
download free from the internet.

INTRODUCTION
Three years ago I left my job as a technical
writer in manufacturing to pursue a career
in teaching English as a second language. It
was a refreshing change. For nine years I had
created manuals for huge industrial machines
that I knew no one would ever read. Before
becoming a technical writer I had taught in
elementary school for ten years. I was excited
once again at the prospect of dealing with
living human beings instead of working with
hard unfeeling machines. In 2010 I graduated
from a local college with a TESL degree and
was hired immediately. While I was in school, I
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became interested in PowerPoint. I had never
used it before, but during the school year I
developed several PowerPoint presentations
for my courses and was thrilled at how easy
it was to use and how effective it could be in
my teaching. Since then I have created many
different presentations and have shared them
with my colleagues and those who have
attended my presentations at TESL Canada
and TESL Ontario.
My aim in writing this article is to show how
easy it is to learn PowerPoint in the classroom,
how useful it can be, how it can save you

EASY TO LEARN
As I mentioned earlier, I had never used
PowerPoint until about 3 years ago. I had
used Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel
extensively in my position as a technical writer.
When I first started to use PowerPoint, I found
that the similarity between the menus in Word
and Excel made learning PowerPoint fairly easy.
There were some new things to learn such as
inserting video and audio files and animating
text and pictures, but I found that there are
many resources available on the internet that
explain very clearly how to do everything.
The following website contains many free
tutorials from Microsoft showing how to use
PowerPoint. There are many others as well
that you can find by searching. http://office.
microsoft.com/en-us/support/results.aspx?filte
r=3&qu=training&av=zpp140.
USEFUL
I use my laptop in the class every day and
project my lessons on the screen. PowerPoint
is just a click away and I use it almost daily.
In addition to the PowerPoint presentations
I have created, thousands of others can be
downloaded for free from the internet. If
you are teaching on a topic like prepositions,
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SAVES TIME
I have been in a classroom where the teacher
was doing a fill in the blank exercise with the
students. The teacher wrote a sentence on
the blackboard with a blank in it. Then with
chalk in one hand, and eraser in the other, he
would ask the students for input and write in
the blank space, and then erase it, ask for input
again, write a word, erase it again and so on.
The whole process was very time consuming
and messy. The same thing could have been
accomplished with a simple PowerPoint
presentation where with the click of a mouse
you could automatically have the text appear.
The added benefit is that you can save the
presentation for a later date and review it
periodically whenever the need arises. Sure, it
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may take a bit of time to prepare the PowerPoint
presentation, but once it is created you have it for
life and can use it over and over again.
OTHER USEFUL PROGRAMS
At the 2012 TESL Canada Conference, I
gave all of the teachers who attended my
presentation a USB memory stick with about
20 presentations that I created, along with a
number of other useful free programs I found.
One of the programs I included was Presto
Presentation Timer - a countdown timer that
sits on top of your presentation and counts
down to zero so that you finish your lesson
on time. This can be set to any time and can
sound an alarm of your choice when the
time is up. You can also set the timer to be
invisible until the last minute or two of your
presentation. Another program I included
is a free program called Audacity. With this
program you can download .mp3 or .wav
files and manipulate them in many different
ways. One of the most helpful ways I found
to manipulate the files was to slow down
the speed of a sound file without affecting
the pitch so the students could more easily
understand it. Another useful program is
IXConverter. This is an online converter
that converts YouTube files to either mp4s
(videos) or as mp3s (audio files). These can
then easily be downloaded and imported into
your PowerPoint presentation. Finally, I have
included a couple of PowerPoint files with
programming. One allows the user to write on
the screen while the PowerPoint presentation
is in progress. This is helpful when you want
to show the PowerPoint presentation and
brainstorm at the same time.
SUMMARY
In closing, I would like to encourage those who
may think that they are technical dinosaurs
to give PowerPoint a try. I think you will be
surprised at how easy it is to use, especially if
you are familiar with any of the other Microsoft
Office programs such as Word and Excel. It
may take a little while to get the hang of it, but

once you get it you will be surprised at how
versatile it is. Once you create a presentation it
can easily be adapted for different classes and
different levels. You will be able to build up a
library of presentations on different topics that
can be used over and over again. It will save
you time in the long run.
If you decide you would like to give it a try,
please email me at dminaker@golden.net . I will
email you the conference handout that gives
detailed instructions with screen captures
as to how to create your first PowerPoint
presentation along with a couple of practice
exercises. As well, please feel free to contact
me with any questions you might have when
you are creating your presentation. You will be
an expert in no time! u
DOUG MINAKER
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you can go online and type, “Preposition
PowerPoint” and find a PowerPoint
presentation you can instantly download for
your class. If it isn’t quite what you wanted,
you can modify it as much as you like. I have
hundreds of PowerPoint presentations stored
on my laptop and can instantly search any
topic and have it appear on the screen in
seconds for my students. If you need a quick
review of the verb “to be” just click “to be” on
the Windows Start button and almost instantly,
the PowerPoint presentation on the verb “to
be” that you created earlier, appears. Then
instead of using chalk or markers on a messy
blackboard or whiteboard, you can do a brief
review of the verb “to be”, close the file and
go on with the lesson. In addition, you never
have to worry about organizing your files
in a filing cabinet with endless folders and
dividers. I find PowerPoint particularly useful for
cloze type and fill in the blank activities. In one
of the PowerPoint presentations I created for the
verb “to be”, I give the students a sentence on
the screen missing the verb. The students have
to guess what the verb is. After they guess, I click
the mouse and the correct answer automatically
drops into place. The beauty of PowerPoint is that
you can repeat the exercise over and over again
with the mere click of a mouse and avoid drying
out your hands with chalk.
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BEYOND MINIMAL PAIRS:
TEACHING PRONUNCIATION
EFFECTIVELY

BY EMMA HATFIELD

We know we have to address it. Students
constantly ask us for correction and help.
Still, most of us don’t address it beyond a few
minimal pairs - pronunciation.

Again, so where do we start? We need to start
with the pronunciation aspects that most
often affect comprehensibility: sentence-level
pronunciation.

Many of us are afraid to teach pronunciation.
It’s a difficult beast, and few of us can
remember back to those linguistics classes
with their foreign language of symbols and
sounds. Making it worse, some of our students
seem to have pronunciation problems that are
a mystery to solve. So where do we start?
Pronunciation books, the source many
teachers turn to for lesson ideas, often spend
much of their focus on individual sounds. With
twenty-four consonant and around fifteen
vowel sounds, the bulk of activities and class
time end up focusing on consonant sound
production. However, we’ve all encountered
someone who, after fifteen or twenty
years in Canada, still says “muzzer” instead
of “mother.” For the most part, individual
consonant sounds do not generally affect
comprehensibility. Rather, how easy someone
is to understand is affected by context,
pronunciation and natural word choice.

Features of sentence level pronunciation
include:
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contractions

can’t, they’ll, she’s, he’d, would’ve, etc.

unstressed words

apples and oranges > apples’n’oranges

intonation

Are you from here? (voice rises on “from here”)

reduced forms

hasta, coulda, dunno, etc.

thought groups

Do you want to go on Saturday (short pause) or Sunday?

volume

differences in volume used for private conversations, public speaking, etc.

sentence stress

I can’t find the receipt for the shoes I bought yesterday.

major sentence stress

I can’t find the receipt for the shoes I bought yesterday.

linking

bought another > boughta nother, be in > beyin, left field > le field

Figure 1
These features certainly aren’t the only ones
that should be addressed with students.
However, they contribute to the natural
rhythm of English, since listeners pay attention
to rhythm and intonation more than individual

sounds. Naturally, we should also address
certain individual sounds, but only when
they affect comprehensibility. After all, accent
elimination is not our ultimate goal. There’s no
need to force our students to sound “Canadian”
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WHERE TO START
Looking at the list of sentence-level
pronunciation features (Figure 1), that everpresent question is likely still there: where do
we start? Ideally, we start with the features
which our students are struggling with most
and which affect comprehensibility. In reality
though, we often have a group of students
with different pronunciation issues. We should
start then with a quick analysis of our students’
pronunciation, making sure we look at how
all these features are (or aren’t) used. The
key idea here is specifically looking for these
features. Too often, we reserve pronunciation
feedback and instruction to the pronunciation
errors we notice. And after years of classroom
observations, I have found that the majority
of pronunciation error correction addresses
individual sounds and some word stress.
Staccato speech (stressing every word equally)
and a lack of appropriate pausing for thought
groups go uncorrected, accepted as just the
way students speak. Those very features which
we accept, however, are the ones the average
native speaker finds difficult to listen to.
Assuming then that we’ve carefully looked for
and noted sentence level pronunciation issues,
our lessons need to incorporate the four Ps
of pronunciation.
THE FOUR PS OF PRONUNCIATION
Thoroughly addressing pronunciation is best
done with four types of activities: perception,
production, prediction and practice. Without
the right balance, students are unlikely to see
lasting improvement to their pronunciation.
Beginning with perception activities, we
ensure that our students can perceive the
feature we are trying to work on. After
all, they cannot learn something that they
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cannot hear. Next, production activities
are needed to make sure that students can
make the necessary movements to produce
the feature. For many features, this isn’t a
problem. However, even when it is physically
possible for students to make a sound or use
appropriate intonation, getting them to do it
consistently is most often the problem. This
leads us to prediction. In prediction activities,
students examine written texts and predict
where pronunciation features will occur. These
exercises, which provide an opportunity to
incorporate pronunciation into homework,
require students to analyze context, meaning
and usage and decide how something should
be said. Since prediction activities don’t
necessarily require students to pronounce
anything, practice activities are necessary as
well. Some argue that any kind of speaking
is pronunciation practice. However, without
drawing our students’ attention to a particular
pronunciation feature during speaking
activities, the practice may be ineffective.
In the beginning, practice activities must
explicitly focus on one or two pronunciation
features. Only after the basic skills are
somewhat habitual, then speaking activities
may become true pronunciation practice;
constant use may lead to true habitualization.
UNSTRESSED WORDS AND SENTENCE STRESS
One of the main ways English speakers
generate rhythm is by stressing and not
stressing certain words. Generally, we stress
content words and reduce function words.
While the function words can be said with full
vowel sounds, we more commonly reduce
those vowels to the neutral sound, the schwa.

To help students distinguish between content
and function words, we can use a simple
sentence as an example:
I went to the park last week.
Since content words hold the key meaning, if
we remove the function words, we still have
the gist of the sentence.
					
went
park last week
Then, we can illustrate the reduction of “to.”
Rather than /tu:/ or “two,” it is reduced to /tə/ or
“tuh.” We can then continue this example and
show how “to the” is said rather quickly and
almost becomes one word: /təðə/ or “tuh-thuh.”
A great sentence stress perception activity
is marking stress on nonsense sentences.
Students work with a list of sentences
with nonsense words (eg: ha gumsho en
paktop). The teacher reads the nonsense
sentences aloud using the stress pattern of
real sentences (eg: My sister’s a doctor.), and
students mark the stress pattern they hear (eg:
he gumsho en paktop). Production activities
can be a challenge because reducing words
feels “wrong” or “lazy” to some students. It
also assumes the ability to easily produce the
neutral vowel (schwa) sound. As the most
common sound in the English language, the
schwa certainly is worth taking the time to
work on with our students. Using the schwa is
central to creating rhythm. Furthermore, since
it is rarely used or does not exist in many world
languages, including Farsi, Hindi, Punjabi,
Italian, Japanese, many students really need

Content Words

Function Words

nouns

articles (a, an, the)

main verbs

prepositions (in, on, at…)

adverbs

auxiliaries (will, could, have…)

adjectives

pronouns (she, him, you…)

question words (who, what, when…)

conjunctions (and, but, so…)

demonstratives (this, that, these…)

relative pronouns (that, which, who…)

Figure 2
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or like native speakers. We need only to get
their accents to the point at which it is no
longer difficult for others to understand
them. Don’t we all know people with accents –
people whose pronunciation is not “Canadian”
or native-speaker-like? We have no problem
understanding them.

come and go> cumin go
/kʌmən goʊ/		
Where are you going? > wear-uh-yuh going?
/wɛrəjə goʊɪŋ/
We can quiz understanding of the concept
of stressed and unstressed words by using
prediction activities, where students mark the
stressed words in a passage.
LINKING
Linking is another way we create rhythm in
English. It is the way the end of one word runs
into another, or in some cases the way one
sound seems to disappear between two others.
In their lessons, teachers may only focus on
only one or two forms of linking: consonant to
vowel (hot air > ho tair) and two similar sounds
(black cat > blakkat). In fact, there are many
kinds of linking, outlined in Figure 3.

Perception activities for linking can generally
be done with the teacher modeling certain
commonly linked words for the class. It’s a
pronunciation feature that students hear quite
easily. It’s often the reason students ask their
teacher for the meaning of some creative
words, such as howzit (how is it). Drilling is a
simple form of production activity. If students
are struggling, we can really slow down and
focus on stretching the sound before the
linked sounds, such as reeeeeeeeeeeedapple.
Prediction activities, getting students to
mark the appropriate linking in a passage or
sentences, are fairly straightforward. Students
can then read the passages aloud, though
in time they should focus on linking without
having to mark it on their papers. It’s these
practice activities that really need to be done
to help develop automaticity. Getting students
to write their own dialogues gets the creative
juices flowing, though they may need to be
given a list of suggested words to help them
include different types of linking.
THOUGHT GROUPS
Thought groups are the chunks of language
between pauses. We tend to pause between

consonant to vowel

red apple > re dapple

tense vowel1 to vowel

gray elephant > gray yelephant

consonant to same consonant sound

Nobel Laureate > Nobelaureate

stop consonants to consonants

lab coat > lab coat (b has very little air, aspiration)

tense vowels to semi-vowels

play your > pla your

deletion of consonants in final clusters4
followed by consonants

past nine > pas nine

assimilation (blending) of nasals5

can’t go > cang go /kæŋ goʊ/

palatization

did you > didjya /diʤə/

2

3

6

complete thoughts when speaking, and
these pauses don’t always fall in the same
locations as punctuation would if the speech
were transcribed. The difficult thing about
thought groups is that there are no hard and
fast rules to teach. We pause at different places
for different reasons. Read aloud the two
examples below, which have pauses marked
with slashes (/). What difference in meaning
can you see?
Do you know if John’s / in BC / or Alberta?
Do you know if John’s / in BC or Alberta?
In the first sentence, the speaker assumes John
is in one of the two provinces (BC or Alberta).
In the second sentence, John might be in
any Canadian province, but he’s specifically
asking about those two. Together with pausing,
contrast intonation plays a key role here, but
the pause between BC and Alberta in the first
sentence shows they are two different thoughts.
In the second sentence, they are one idea.
Generally, working on thought groups with
lower level students is more challenging
because they aren’t able to say longer phrases
comfortably. They over pause, so with lower
level groups, feedback and correction should
focus on incorrect pausing, such as “Do / you
know if / the / next bus is / going to come
/ soon?” We generally don’t pause between
an auxiliary verb and a subject in a sentence
(“Do you”) or between words in verb tense
structures (“is going to” or “is going to come”).
Since the concept is fairly simple for most
students to grasp, the majority of activities on
thought groups end up being prediction and
practice activities. With higher level students,

Figure 3
1

Tense vowels include /i:/ as in heat

2

Stop consonants include /p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/

3

Semi-vowels include /w/ /j/ as in yes

4

Final clusters, which are groups of two or more consonants at the end of a word, include nd, st, ft

5

Nasals include /m/ /n/ /ŋ/ as in sing

6

Palatization is when sounds normally made near the top front of the mouth are made nearer the back, or the hard palate.
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/eɪ/ as in hate

/u:/ as in hoot

/oʊ/ as in hoe
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constant focused practice. This can include
some common expressions with reduced
function words (and the schwa) that students
can often model well because they are so
familiar with them:

Why are you going to leave Crystal?

Intonation generally follows some predictable
patterns, but intonation also breaks those
patterns when we want to convey special
meaning. My favourite example of this is,
“That’s it.” It can be said with so many different
types of intonation to mean any of the
following, and more:

Why are you going to leave, Crystal?

Do I really have to pay $47 for this tiny steak?

INTONATION
Intonation patterns are the rises and falls in
pitch. Many students have already aware
that the voice rises at the end of yes / no
questions. Often, they also know that they can
say a sentence (as opposed to a grammatical
question) with rising intonation to pose a
question confirming a detail (The test’s on
Friday?). So the idea is often easily understood,
but students sometimes struggle to hear all the
other intonation patterns. Perception activities,
such as analysing a good recording and with
transcript, really help highlight for students that
intonation is an important part of sounding
natural. Production activities often begin with
the teacher modeling and students echoing.
Paired work on intonation can help emphasize
the role of intonation in meaning.

That’s the end of my presentation.

falling intonation at the end of a sentence

GETTING THE BIGGER PICTURE
With so many different aspects to
pronunciation, no teacher can expect to cover
it all in an article or two. The ideas here are
intended to raise awareness of some of the
most important features of pronunciation,
which are often overlooked. I recommend
everyone to do a little more research, whether
that’s online, in a TESOL elective course or
beyond. There are two great resources I’ve
often found useful. The first is Peter Avery and
Susan Ehrlich’s Teaching American English
Pronunciation, by Oxford University Press,
because it provides basic descriptions and
activity ideas for all the major features of

Emma has over a
decade of experience
in English language
classrooms with
young and adult
learners. A closet
grammar addict,
she has taught all
	
  

levels of general

English, Business English, pronunciation
and exam preparation. She now co-owns
Corpus Academics, providing PD seminars
and curriculum and resource development
to teachers and language institutes.
Recent projects included a custom TESOL
textbook, classroom observations for quality

typically for yes / no questions and tag questions to

management and the expansion of Corpus’

which we expect a response

professional development workshop bank.

> Have you heard the news?

Her plans for 2013 include some new

typically for most sentences, WH questions and tag

versions of her popular The Sounds of English

questions to which we do not expect a response

classroom pronunciation poster and to teach

> My sister has quit her job.
rising slightly in the middle of a sentence

EMMA HATFIELD

I’m livid.

Some important intonation patterns to
watch for and address with students include:
rising at the end of a sentence

pronunciation. It also dedicates nearly half
the book to common pronunciation errors by
language groups and how to address them.
The second resource is the online resources for
Ann Baker’s Ship or Sheep, on the Cambridge
University Press (CUP) website. There is a
downloadable series of lists of common errors
by language. u

an unfinished thought (often accompanied by a
pause while the speaker thinks)

her little one walk.
Email: emma@corpusacademics.com

> I need to get a….. a larger house.
falling slightly in the middle of a sentence

typically at the end of a dependent clause
> When I was at work yesterday, I fell.

rising and falling with “or”

contrasting the difference, often in choice
>Do you want an apple or an orange?

Figure 4
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perception activities can be designed where
students add punctuation to sentences to
reflect how the teacher read it. Consider the
two sentences below and how pausing makes
each meaning clear:

FEATURE ARTICLE

TEACHING INTEGRATED
PRONUNCIATION STRATEGIES
(TIPS) WITH VIDEOS

BY DANNY TAN AND JOHANATHAN WOODWORTH

Integrated strategies have long been an
essential part of second language teaching.
Many new instructors are faced with
one main concern: how to help students
acquire information in a meaningful way.
Pronunciation, specifically, is often taught
on an ad hoc or as needed basis. Breitkreutz,
Derwing & Rossiter (2009) suggested that
many instructors who have limited or no
experience with linguistics “are uncomfortable
dealing with pronunciation, particularly
given the multilingual nature of most ESL
classes” (p.52). Over the years, researchers
and instructors have observed the ease of
language learning once language is taught
within context. However, when instructors
move from the “big four skills” (reading,
writing, speaking, and listening) and try to
teach “smaller”, sometimes considered lesser
skills, like pronunciation, these affective
strategies seem to all but disappear. This
is crucial because English speakers, when
decoding meaning, not only listen for the
accuracy of segmentals but for an integration
of segmentals and suprasegmentsals
(Bainbridge & O’Shea, 2010, p. 180). Integrated
Pronunciation Strategies are based on the idea
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of joining segmentals and suprasegmentals
together, and then putting them into
real world situations. The aim of Teaching
Integrated Pronunciation Strategies (TIPS) is to
show instructors a way to teach pronunciation
affectively and effectively.
TEACHING INTEGRATED PRONUNCIATION
STRATEGIES (TIPS) - THE BEGINNING:
In many textbooks and online resources,
pronunciation is often isolated into segmental
or suprasegmental lessons and exercises. Each
item is most often non-accumulative, and
students more often than not forget what
was taught. Pronunciation in the second
language education field has “traditionally
been taught on a theoretical level by isolating
sounds, concentrating on weak forms, then
moving on to syllable stress, followed by
sentence stress and intonation. This approach
has been predominantly reliant on auditory
learning and taught discretely” (Bainbridge &
O’Shea, 2010, p. 178). Enter scaffolding theory:
lessons and programs for pronunciation must
constitute a cyclical rotation where new values
are added at each interval. The first challenge
instructors have is to create a cognitive

web to associate the different aspects of
pronunciation. Levis & Grant (2003) iterate the
importance of “oral practice [that] moves from
a focus on phonological form to a dual focus
on form and meaning” (p. 13). To incorporate
this phonological shift, the authors avoided
the traditional hierarchal system of prioritizing
certain features over others in segmentals,
but included one for their suprasegmental
counterparts. In other words, there was no
priority list of phonemes, as long as they had
a suprasegmental purpose. For example, in
our syllabus, we began with /p/ and /f/, and
/v/ and /b/ as it affected the largest amount
of students in our classes. In different
environments, instructors can begin with /r/
and /l/ or /s/ and /ʃ/, for example.
Once an instructor chooses a set of segments
that would best fit the class, it then becomes
imperative to focus on putting them into real
world situations. This helps students observe
how these sounds affect understanding and
communication, or equally important, their
breakdown. At the beginning, the first set
of segmentals is matched with the smallest
suprasegmental that affects understanding:
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Students can practice these four sounds while
learning about the importance of stress words
in sentences. Overall, the aim of these classes
is to integrate communicative instruction
while simultaneously focusing on oral fluency
and the learner’s accuracy and extending
beyond the isolated word and sentence level
to encompass discourse, as well (Celce-Murcia
et al., 1996; Chela-Flores, 2001, p. 86).

Nouns/Compound-Nouns (first syllable stress)

Developing a syllabus where students are
constantly practicing and learning allows
them not only to understand the importance
of each technique and strategy, but also
gives them a sense of responsibility and
accountability toward their own learning.

Flipper
Flopped
Paper
Proffer

Flopped
Flip-flop
Pilaf

Foolproof
Feedstuff
Polyp

Next is the scaffolding of these learnt items. The
subsequent lesson on the instructors’ syllabus
includes /v/ and /b/ and stress in sentences.
To practice perception and production, the
two phonemes are isolated with exercises for
discrimination and articulation. These isolated
activities can be found in many different
textbooks. Once the instructor feels that
the students have sufficiently acquired the
techniques required to perceive and produce
these sounds, the four sounds are combined
and put into exercises.
For example, one extended-bridging activity
(EBA) involves tongue twisters: “Philip broke
Violet Pipp’s piccolo before Peabody’s final
evening performance.” An effective EBA allows
students to practice the learnt technique and
link the lesson into the next objective. In this
case, the subsequent lesson would focus on
sentence stress. The utterance preceding the
tongue twister has 6 questions for students to
answer:
Who breaks the piccolo?
Whose piccolo is it?
What does Philip break?
When does Philip break the piccolo?
Whose performance is it?
At which performance does this occur?
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TIPS WITH VIDEOS
Awareness, auto-correction, and accurate
articulation are the goals of many
pronunciation lessons and classes. In order
to assure that students are constantly
practicing, the authors have used online and
personal recording activities to help students
focus on their pronunciation development.
Celce-Murcia, Brinton, & Goodwin (1996,
cited in Tanner and Landon, 2009) discuss
the relevance of “Mirroring, tracking, and
shadowing [which] involve imitating native
speaker discourse models” (p.52). The result of
their research alludes to the overall increase
in “intelligibility and comprehensibility” (p. 52)
of students who “replicate brief one- to twominute clip of dialogic speech from a movie or
television show” (p. 52). Peters (2006, cited in
Kessler & Plakans, 2008, p. 270) identifies the
need to prepare teachers to use technology
effectively in the classroom rather than to
prepare them to be technical or technological
experts. These projects are targeted to
facilitate instructors’ roles in monitoring
and measuring students’ progress. For
many instructors, students’ pronunciation is
evaluated holistically without any controlling
factors as argued by Derwing & Munro (2005);

otherwise, instructors have graded students
based on rhythm and intonation. Though
these styles of evaluation are fair for classes
whose foci are differently targeted, other
instructors would rather evaluate students on
what has been specifically taught, practiced,
and acquired. Videos and video-sharing allows
students to practice in the privacy of their
own home, and if desired, publish online for
motivation and ownership of the learning
process. This is especially productive for both
students who are nervous in front of class, and
those who are social, physical and extraverted.
The following activities assist instructors
in evaluating specific items that had been
taught in class. Instructors and other students
are then invited to observe and comment
on the student’s performance of songs,
soliloquys, and news reports. These learning
opportunities present a chance for students
to familiarize themselves with the segmentals
and suprasegmentals observable from the
instructor’s syllabus.
THREE SCAFFOLDED ACTIVITIES
i) Lip-synching with YouTube:
Students can watch performances from
“Pricilla Queen of the Dessert”, or similar
videos from YouTube as an example of
mouth movements matching sounds. To
demonstrate the importance of this, students
are presented the McGurk effect (McGurk
& Macdonald, 1976, Dodd & Campbell,
1987). This actualizes the importance of
accurate mouth movements in face-toface communication. When interlocutors
observe physical miscues from the mouth,
there is an increase of the possibility of
miscommunication.
What students need:
A video recording device and sound playing
device are both needed. They do not need
to be too sophisticated; IPhones and other
cell phones do very well for this activity. If
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syllable stress. For instance, we begin with /p/
and /f/ With practice, students then understand
that these sounds are not always consistent,
and that they are dependent on the their
phonetic environment. To illustrate this point,
the list below is an example of how to integrate
segmentals into a supresegmental is a list of
words containing the phonemes /p/ and /f/.
words are generalized for syllable stress:

ii) Voice-overs with “Screenr”:
Screenr (http://www.screenr.com/) is a free
Java-based internet resource that allows
students to record up to 5 minutes of video on
their screen and share it with others.
To begin, students need to have a set of
external speakers and a noise-cancelling
microphone for best results: the microphone
will pick up both the students’ voices and
media playback from the speakers. If students
are singing, using a karaoke or an instrumental
version of a song works best; however, if
dubbing the spoken word (like news reports
or speeches), the volume should be muted to
record only the student’s voice over the video
track. When ready, click ‘record’ on the screenr
to begin. When finished, the resulting screen
cast will be shared to various social networks
after creating an account with Screenr. The
resulting video is public, but students can
immediately download the mp4 file and
delete it from screenr once logged on.
Dubbing videos not only allows students
to follow the rhythm of language, but it
motivates students to develop a sense of pace
and pause. Fayer and Krasinski (1995, cited
in Tanner and Landon, 2009, p. 51) found
that “native speakers’ intelligibility judgment
of non-native English speech significantly
correlated with pause length.” Moreover, as
they focus on things other than the content of
what is actually said, they can observe how an
utterance is physically created in the mouth
and the changes in pitch, length, volume,
and clarity. As iterated by Burston (2005), “to
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the extent that accurate lip synchronization
is involved, audio track dubbing requires
students to pay particular attention to timing,
which fosters more native-like speech delivery.”
This allows for auto-correction within a safe
environment. Unlike student presentations
and live in class activities, students try to focus
onto the suprasegmental and segmental
accuracy that is already present. Needlessto-say, another benefit of this activity is
the development of perception of the oral
discourses, which is just as important for
effective communication.
(iii) Speeches and Peer-evaluation with
“Voice-Thread”:
VoiceThread (http://voicethread.com/) is a Web
2.0 tool that follows the tradition of old BBS
systems but updates it with media integration
of images, sound, text, presentation tools and
videos to create an interactive narrative.
Students can give a presentation by combining
multi-media, and then other students or the
general public can use it to comment, add and
interact with the original thread. It is “a webbased software that allows you to create online
files called VoiceThreads in which you upload
or display one or more images, documents,
or videos, and then record or upload oral
or textual comments” (Lofton 2008, p. 14).
VoiceThread has a web interface for ease of
access, ability to be integrated to popular LMS
systems, and IOS app, so users can capture
information anywhere and at anytime.
To start, students are required to register as
a user. Then, the student is guided through
various prompts to upload an image, a
PowerPoint, a document or a video onto the
website. They are given simple navigation
tools where they can narrate the presentation
with voice, text or video. Also, they can decide
if the thread is public or private; and if private,
other users can be invited by a link or an email
to participate in the VoiceThread discussion.

There are further options to moderate the
comments before they are posted.
This is the cumulative step in demonstrating
what the students have learned so far.
Students create a presentation using any
media and narrate it with a video. Voice
thread shows the students in a speech
bubble. The student’s goal is to communicate
their ideas incorporating segmentals
and suprasegmentals in a final step of
demonstrating communicative competence.
After the student publishes the thread, other
students in the class can give feedback and ask
any clarifying questions by creating the next
thread in the conversation. Here, the students are
using suprasegmentals in context at a discourse
level, rather than within isolated sentences,
which in Tanner & Landon’s (2009) study has
shown to be important. Moreover, since students
prepare their presentation with a real audience
in mind, their motivation, and subsequently,
their performance are expected to improve (Pop,
Tomuletiu& David, 2011, p. 1199).
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The wide use of the communicative
approach in language teaching has led to
the decline of pronunciation instruction
(Breitkreutz, Derwing&Rossiter, 2009, p. 52).
Thus, pronunciation has long been on the
periphery of applied linguistics research and
pedagogy. However, it has recently gained
popularity due to its new usage in daily life as
text to speech systems (TTS) or popularized
by Watson on Jeopardy or Siri on IPhone. This
trend will continue to grow in importance
“because of its central roles in speech
recognition, speech perception, and speaker
identity. Pronunciation-related issues such
as comprehensibility, accent, and the mutual
intelligibility of varieties of world Englishes are
central to many questions in applied linguistics”
(Levis, 2007, p. 184).
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students have access to a computer, that
works better. The target objective is to record
the student while they lip-sync to the sound
file. In other words, while students play the
sound file, their mouths move to the words
they hear. If students are using a video file,
they can focus on the presenter’s mouth
movement to check their own work.
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Researchers, teachers and educators are
revising the old adage of how ‘spoken
language is that the way something is said
is frequently more important than what
is said.’ To be a successful communicator
one “must include pronunciation, which,
when inadequate, has been implicated as a
major factor in comprehensibility problems”
(Levis & Grant, 2003, p. 19). In traditional
pronunciation classes, students often
fail to receive a comprehensive range of
practice incorporating both segmentals and
suprasements as a single unit to improve their
communication.
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EVERYTHING YOU EVER
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT TESL
CANADA AND MORE

BY LOUISE AERTS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF TESL CANADA

When meeting new people, this is a common
occurrence:
Newbie: “Hi Louise, what do you do?”
Louise: “I’m the Executive Director
of TESL Canada – an organization for
teachers of English as a second language”.
Newbie: blank look.
Louise: “It is a national non-profit
association for TESL teachers – we
certify individual teachers, we recognize
teacher training programs, we have
lots of professional development like
national conferences, etc.”
Newbie: “Oh, ok.”
One week later ..
Newbie: “Louise, I’m so embarrassed. I
know you told me what you do, but I
can’t remember.”
I have been the Executive Director of TESL
Canada for just over seven years. It seems
impossible that so many years have passed,
but at the same time, when I look back at the
list of accomplishments, I wonder how we
got it all done. And, by the way during my
seven years with TESL Canada I’ve also had a
couple of amazing boys and joined the ranks
of working moms.
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I took over from Carol May, who had been the
ED for the previous 11 years. This is a quote
from Carol’s TESL Canada Honourary Lifetime
Membership Award presentation,
“When Carol leaves she will take with her a
treasure trove of memories, including the
most comprehensive corporate memory
of all and it will be an enormous challenge
for us to find another who can even begin
to fill her shoes. We will not find another
Carol. The best we can hope for is that
we find someone who has some of the
intelligence, the grace and character, the
love of people, the integrity and the sense
of humour that have been emblematic of
Carol’s time with us.” From Bill McMichael
[2005]
Needless to say, they were indeed big shoes
to fill and I appreciated Carol’s training and
still appreciate her ongoing support. Yes, there
have been days when I have called her for
some historic fact and she has always come
up with it! When I began I was barely able to
understand the acronyms - I still wonder why
so many acronyms in the world of ESL?
From the beginning I was amazed to see what
had already been achieved since a steering
committee drafted the constitution in 1978
and TESL Canada was officially incorporated
in 1984. Many of those original values from
1984 remain strong/important in today’s TESL
Canada values:
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Excellence in language, settlement, and
refugee programs;
National standards for professional
certification and teacher training
program recognition;
Working together with provincial and
territorial associations on common
goals;
Promoting ongoing professional
development;
Research and scholarship in the field of
teaching and learning ESL;
Linguistic rights for individuals and
communities;
Equality of employment opportunity for
qualified non-native English-speaking
and native English-speaking teachers;
Assisting with English language
development while still protecting
Ancestral languages for speakers of
Indigenous first languages.
Since its beginnings in 1984, TESL Canada
has increasingly played a key role in the
field of English language education. By
2005, TESL Canada had been involved
in the National Working Group to create
language benchmarks from the ground up
and eventually evolving into the Centre for
Canadian Language Benchmarks, CCLB). To
date, twenty three TESL Canada Conferences
offering professional development
opportunities to its members have been held
across Canada. The next conference in Regina
SK, May 8-10, 2014 will be TESL Canada’s 24th
conference. TESL Canada had published
65 issues of the TESL Canada Journal, a fully
refereed journal that disseminates the latest
in the TESL field. The first issue was published
in 1984 and I am in the midst of uploading our
65th issue. TESL Canada has also awarded 28
Life Time Member Awards for those who had
provided outstanding contributions to TESL in
their careers. And finally TESL Canada had also
created National Standards for professional
certification and the recognition of teacher
training programs.

In 2013 TESL Canada continues to serve its
members while expanding and exploring
new ways to fulfill its national mandate. We
continue to hold a national conference every
18 months and the number of delegates
attending has swelled to almost 800. (Banff
2009) TESL Canada continues to certify
individuals and now processes more than 300
applications a year. To date, TESL Canada has
certified over 2,200 individuals across Canada
and has recognized 140 unique teacher training
programs. The standards themselves have
evolved when necessary and stayed strong
where it best suits the needs of the TESL
community. These standards are both nationally
and internationally recognized. Membership
has grown year after year and TESL Canada’s
current membership exceeds 6,600.
During my time as Executive Director TESL
Canada has also taken on several new
initiatives. We have created and published two
editions of SHARE , TESL Canada’s eMagazine
that focuses on practical teaching ideas for
the ESL classroom, classroom technology,
reviews of ESL teaching and learning
resources. Hey – you know this as you are
reading it now! We have also added an online
component in the form of video files of TESL
Canada Conference presentations . This years
recorded presentations are available on our
website (www.tesl.ca). We are hoping to add
to this wonderful opportunity for professional
development by including live streamed
sessions and more in the future.
As the TESL field evolves, TESL Canada has
recently added a new committee to the
organizational structure. Most recently TESL
Canada has been involved with creating
networks for government sponsored program
(LINC) instructors across Canada and this
new committee – Settlement Language
National Network [SLNN] ensures that these
members are represented in a national
setting. This committee is currently working
on establishing priorities and participating in
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I started in November of 2005, after
completing an MBA and working for five
years in the non-profit sector. I was excited
to begin a position as ED of a national nonprofit but I was a little concerned at facing a
national board with 20 members. However
my relationship with members of the national
board has proven to be the most rewarding
aspect of the position.

A major component of TESL Canada’s activities
includes professional certification: both for
individual teachers and for teacher training
programs. As an outsider to this field, this is
one of the aspects that has impressed me
the most. This was not a government-funded
initiative–this was an initiative that came from
a group of volunteer ESL professionals who
set out to improve their field. Their goal was
to ensure that every ESL student in Canada
could have access to a qualified instructor and
receive quality instruction. To this end, these
volunteers had to look past their own training
and experience; they had to look past what
they thought would be the ideal situation;
and they had to look beyond their own
geographical areas. Instead they had to look at
all of Canada – you can imagine that training
and instruction conditions in the Yukon
are very different from Ontario and equally
different in PEI. TESL Canada has sought to
create a minimum professional standard that
was achievable everywhere in Canada. Then
professional certification levels were added
so those with more education and/or more
experience could have that differentiated
as well. They also created a system that was
governed by volunteers in the profession
who monitor the standards for professional
certification to ensure that they reflect the
changing environment and adjust here and
there as needed.
Another positive aspect of professional
certification for the individual is that it is
an open system. As we counsel applicants,
anyone who has an undergraduate degree
and the minimum TESL training can be
certified. Those who have received their
education outside of Canada, for example,
need to go through two additional steps in
order to achieve certification – an equivalency
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examination of their degree as well as an
evaluation of their TESL training through prior
learning assessment recognition. The total cost
to have international credentials evaluated in
order to achieve a permanent TESL Canada
Certificate is roughly $500. The same cannot
be said for many other professions. Likewise
one can take their TESL training from any
institution and have their training evaluated
for equivalency. This means – if you meet the
standard – you can be certified. If you just have
a gap or two – you can simply make up the
gaps and be certified.
TESL Canada is governed by a national
board with twenty members. There are nine
elected positions – president, vice president,
secretary, treasurer, (past-president); and
five elected directors responsible for their
respective portfolios: standards, professional
development, settlement language national
network, TESL Canada journal, and research &
dissemination. There are also ten appointed
positions – one for each of our provincial/
territorial associations. The board is responsible
for the overall governance of TESL Canada. On
the administrative side, working to execute the
mandate of the board is the office staff. There
are two full time positions at TESL Canada –
myself as the Executive Director and Suzette
Martin-Johnson – the Executive Assistant. We
work to carry out the activities of the board
and support the committees’ work to ensure
members’ needs are being met. There are
an additional five contract positions which
support certification, teacher training program
recognition, accounting, and the journal.
In summary and on a personal level, TESL
Canada is an amazing place to work. I’ve found
ESL professionals across the country to be
a warm and embracing bunch. I have been
surprised at conferences and board meetings
alike at the open and caring nature of this
profession as well as their enjoyment of live
music! I’m proud of the contributions I’ve been
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national meetings in order to create a strong
voice for LINC instructors and their learners
across Canada .

able to make from my desk over the past seven
years and I look forward to our new adventures
from coast to coast with TESL Canada! u
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